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Summary and Goals

Despite the recent avalanche of publicity on virtual reality, the state of the artn
.
displays (HMD) is still at the "almost-works" stage. Although extravagant claims ame made almost
daily on television and in the popular press. there is very like that can be usefully accomplished
today with virtual reality technologies.
-.--

-.- ,-.

We at UNC have been working since the early 1970s on aspects of these technologies and have
been advancing the state of the art by a "driving problem" approach, we let the needs of selected
applications stimulate the direction of the technological developments and then test new results by
observing their impact on solving the original application. We are working on three application
areas: molecular modeling, 3D medical imaging, and modeling of architectural interiors.
We have developed complete systems that include the head-mounted display device, the display
generation hardware, ard a head and hand tracker. We have access to a force-feedback ARM that
is owned by the GRIP !:rject. We purchase components when available and build components
when there was a clear advantage to doing so:
a) We built, under separate major funding by DARPA and NSF. the display-generation
hardware (our most recent machine is Pixel-Planes 5, and a new machine, PixelFlow. is now
in the design stage).
b) We built an optoelectronic helmet-tracking system (the ceiling tracker) that can determine
position and orientation over a large area (currently under a 10- x 12-foot ceiling). To our
knowledge, this is the first demonstrated large-area helmet tracker.
c) We purchase commercially-available head-mounted display devices but continue to build
head-mounted display devices with see-though capability.
Construction has begun on a larger version of our ceiling tracker. Covering four times the area of
the original, this will offer truly wide-range tracking for architectural walkthrough applications and
see-through HMD-based applications, such as ultrasound examination. By developing an
algorithm to calibrate beacon positions, we greatly reduced the cost of the new ceiling. We plan to
have the new system operational in March 1993.

1.1

Goals of the Head-Mounted Display Project

"* Demonstrate the usefulness of the head-mounted display (HMD) in real applications.
"* Build a system in which virtual objects appear to remain fixed as the user's head moves.
"• Improve the hardware subsystems which currently limit performance of HMDs (trackers, HMD
optics and displays, real-time graphics generation engines).
"* Design and implement software base to support HMD functions, including model-building
tools.
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"* Integrate visual, auditory and haptic (force feedback) displays into a working system
"*Build new input devices and investigate methods of manual control suitable to an imnmrsive
synthetic enviroament.
" Build and investigate the uses and limitations of see-through HMDs (optcal and merged-video
design).
1.2

Goals of the See-through Head-Mounted Display Subproject

"* Drive amitest a&theoretxcal model for the registration error in a see-through head-mounted
display (STHMD).

0

"• Build a low-latency system so that virtual objects appear to be stationary when supernmposed on
the real environment.
0

"• Experiment with methods of registering real and virtual objects.
"• Derive a method to calibrate a see-through head-mounted display accurately.
"• Assess perception of depth and sizes using a bench prototype STHMD.
"• Build and integrate a 60-degree field-of-view STWMD system.
"* Design, build, and integrate a video STHIMD using two miniature video cameras.
1.3

Goals of the Tracker Subproject

" Develop wide-range trackers for head-mounted displays. Improve our existing tracking system,.
which can track an HMD inside a small room-sized environment. For the long term, explore
technologies that can track multiple users and have unlimited range without requiring
modification of the environment.
"* Work to improve the other aspects of HMD tracking: latency, speed, accuracy. and resolution.

0

1.4 Goals of the Walkthrough Subproject
"• Develop tools and techniques for building synthetic environment models.
"* Explore virtual environments through architectural simulation. Walking through a building is a
natural and intuitive process in the real world; the goal of the Walkthrough project is to use this
intuitiveness to study virtual-world interaction, especially wayfinding in virtual spaces.
"• Serve as a driving problem for HMD, tracker, and graphics architecture research. Walkthrough
is a real-world application that pushes the limits of HMD, tracker, and graphics architecture
technologies.
1.5

0

0

Goals of the Virtual-Environment Ultrasound Scanning Subproject
Build and operate a 3D ultrasound system which acquires and displays 3D volume data in real
time. This design requires significant advances in both 3D data acquisition and 3D volume data
display. The former topic is being investigated by a research group at Duke University and is
2
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not included in our project. The later topic is the focus of Prof. Henry Fuchs' ultrasound
research at UNC-Chapel Hill. Furthermor, accurate tracking of both the physician's head and
hand are required to register the computer reconstructed ultrasound volume property with the
real world.
1.6

Goals of the Nanomanipulator Subproject

" Build a system that a surface scientist can use to perform real-tirme modification expcrints on
surfaces under study with a scanning tunneling (STM).
"• Gain an understanding of the basic processes for surface modification using an STM by means
of bias voltage pulses.
"* Use the system to create quantum interference devices, such as quantum transistors.

2.0

Summary of Major Accomplishments

2.1

Head-Mounted Display System

* During this reporting period, we finished the proof of concept of pre-distornon of images to
compensate for optical distortion. We also achieved limited success with pre-distortion of only
vertex locations of polygons.
The first stages of a Jus•.-In-Time Pixels system, which incorporates both knowledge about the

time of display of a pixel and predictive head-tracking techniques in the computation of the
displayed pixel values, has been implemented. The intensity value displayed at each pixel is
based upon the estimated viewpoint of the user at the time of its display.

We generated an animated sequence simulating the difference between images based on Just-InTime Pixels and conventionally rendered images. We also verified that the distortxin due to
conventional rendering techniques (and the corresponding lack of distortion of Just-In-Time
images) is perceptible in objects moving relative to the user's viewpoint.
" A beam targeting tool to be used for evaluation of the effect of hew racking on targeting
radiation treatment beams in cancer therapy has been developed and is being tested in user
studies.
" The team developed a serial communications library so that all serial trackers will be able to run
over the telephone lines from any of the host machines, providing much greater flexibility in
terms of HMD station configurations. This is distinct from the serial device library which
operates over the network. The advantage to this approach is that once the phone-line
connection is established, the line is dedicated and, therefore, impervious to network loads. This
enables us to handle switching of video sources in software from any workstation.
" A 3D color selection survey including slic-ig through RGB color cubes and HSV color cones
was created. It could not be determined whether implemented 3D methods are superior to the
2D methods tried (e.g., HSV sliders) for virtual-worlds interaction.
" Foot tracking became a new area of experimentation. The user's feet are tracker' relative to the
body in order to derive absolute position (given a known start point). A preliminary paper
describing the system and some of its inherent problems was written.

3
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The sound library for playing sounds in the virtual world was rewritten to increase its
responsiveness and to enable the playing of binaural azimuth-localizable sounds.
2.2
2.2.1

See-through Head-Mounted Display
30-Degree Field-of-View System Using Off-the-Shelf Optics

During the last reporting period we built and integrated a first prototype of the 30-degree field-ofview optical and mechanical head-mounted display system. During this reporting period we have
made the following accomplishments in research using this see-through head-mounted display:
" We completed a first set of psychophysical studies using the optical bench prototype seethrough HMD. Those included size and depth perception in virtual environments, as well as the
effect of mismatch between interpupillary distance (IPDs) on the user of the HMD and on the
optics and software setups. Part of this research was funded under an NIH grant.
"* A first draft of a paper describing the calibration of the system and the results obtained has also
been completed.
"* Dr. Jannick Rolland presented the results of the experiments in an invited talk at the Optical
Society of America by in September 1992 (see Section 5.3).
" We created a simple demonstration application to illustrate the lag problems inherent in seethrough head-mounted display fSTHMD) systems. This STHMD has been used as a testbed for
low-latency rendering software and for low-latency tracker testing; work is continuing in this
area.
" The Pixel-Planes 5 graphics software was modified to handle the inverted screen configuration
(which complicated the lighting calculations), and an "x-ray vision" visualization program was
demonstrated for attendees of the Visualization in Biomedical Computing conference held at
UNC. The demonstration features a computed tomography (CT) dataset of a human jaw
superimposed onto a styrofoam head as a simulation of a surgical planning tool. The user can
make tissue-depth measurements with a virtual ruler.
" The "x-ray vision" demonstration was augmented with virtual menus (from the VTK library
described in the previous report) to allow the user to perform various operations, the most
important of which is the automatic registration of the virtual and real objects. The user picks
"landmarks" (as used by surgeons in current practice) on both datasets, and the system uses a
principle components method to align them. Currently, only the centroids are aligned, but work
on implementing the rotation portion of the transformation should be completed shortly. The
system was also augmented with sound to give the user feedback on menu selections,
registration operations, and errors.
2.2.2

60-Degree Field-of-View System with Custom Optics

" A design review of the optics of the 60-degree field-of-view (FOV) optics was conducted at
UNC-CH in the presence of a representative of Tektronix, the company that is providing the
two miniature color displays. The design review showed that the color plate used in conjunction
with the CRTs to provide color needed to be moved close to the CRT; this was due mainly to
optical reasons resulting from the folding geometry chosen for the system. The color plate had
been moved after the folding prism previously to facilitate the mechanical assembly of the
system.

0

"* The reoptimization of the 60-degree FOV optical system was completed in Ocober 1992.
4
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" We also completed the design for the helmet to mount the complicated optics. The helmet has
adjustments for the interpupillary distance (IPD) and balanced adjustments for the height of the
optics. The design utilizes composites to reduce the mass of the helmet. A unique mount was
also designed; This mount creates an oil-tight seal between the lenses and the CRT, and it can
also rotate.
" Following the first pass at the mechanical assembly for the 60-degree FOV system, we
discovered that pressures exerted by the CRT from thermal expansion could result in a loss in
optical image quality. We solved this problem by deciding to couple the CRTs to the optcs via a
thin film of oil of 0.4mm. Adding this extra thickness of liquid without reoptirnizing the system
would put the final 'nage out of focus, but we his was compensated for this by having the color
plate made slightly Linner.
"• We have received a reply from Tektronix that the plate could be made 0.01 " thinner, but ha, not yet received any specific details about which layer of the plate would be mat- thinner. . is
information is necessary to proceed with the fine tuning of the optics.
2.2.3

Video See-through Cameras with Custom Optics

" We have completed both the optical and mechanical design for mounting the two miniature video
cameras to be used with the Flight Helmet from Virtual Research. The lenses of the video
cameras have been designed to compensate for the optical distortion of the LEEP optics used in
the Flight Helmet, and the FOVs of the two cameras were designed to match the Flight Helmet
FOVs. The required optics designs have been sent to the selected manufacturer.
"• Lens mounts, which include the adapters for placing the lenses off center to the cameras, have
been designed for the miniature lenses.
• A detailed report of the optics design has been written by graduate student Emily Edwards and
Dr. Jannick Rolland.
2.3

Tracking

Background:
We first demonstrated at the ACM SIGGRAPH '91 conference (28 July-2 August 1991) our
custom-built optical tracking system, which features a scalable work area that currently measures
10' x 12'. The sensors consist of four head-mounted imaging devices that view infrared lightemitting diodes (LEDs) mounted in standard size (2' x 2') suspended ceiling panels.
Photogrammetric techniques allow the head's location to be expressed as a function of the known
LED positions and their projected images on the sensors. Discontinuities that occurred when
changing working sets of LEDs were reduced by carefully managing all error sources, including
LED placement tolerances, and by adopting an overdetermined mathematical model for the
computation of head position: space-resection by collinearity. A novel aspect of this system is that
the range is not limited to the current configuration. By adding more panels to the ceiling grid, we
can scale the system to any desired room size, and we have just begun building a larger version of
this system that is four times larger than ýhe original. To our knowledge, this is the first
demonstrated scalable tracking system for HMDs. [Ward92]
After its introduction in the sumner of 1991, we installed this optical tracking system in our
graphics laboratory, where it is now a platý rm for further tracker research and for running HMD
applications. It supports the Walkthrough project, which retired their treadmill input device in
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favor of our optical tracker. Efforts are underway to integrate see-through HMD capability with
this tracker to help the Ultrasound group.
Achievements during this reportingperiod:
"Constructionof the new ceiling has begun. This is a much larger version of the existing ceiling
tracker. Spanning about 16' x 30', it covers four times as much area as the existing system.
Circuit boards were designed for the panels and supporting electronics. We are now testing
prototypes of these boards. On 25 January 1993, construction crews began tearing down office
walls to build the new Tracker/Ultrasound laboratory where the new ceiling tracker will reside.

0

"Werefined our calibration algorithm for measuring the locations of the ceiling tracker's LEDs.
To demonstrate it, we physically moved some panels in the existing ceiling and then measured
the new LED locations. This work was done in conjunction with John F. Hughes of Brown
University, and we wrote and submitted a paper detailing this method (see Section 5.2). The
ability to measure LED locations in the ceiling means we will no longer have to carefully align
the LED positions to a known grid. This greatly reduces the expense needed to build the larger
ceiling.

0

"Weimplemented a simple prediction method on the ceiling HMD. Accurate prediction requires
accurate knowledge of time in the system. To obtain this, we bypass UNIX entirely and
directly inject the ceiling tracker data into our graphics engine, Pixel-Planes 5. Clocks on the
tracker computers and on Pixel-Planes 5 are synchronized to within a millisecond and are
resynchronized every two to three minutes to compensate for drift. More advanced prediction
techniques will be explored in the next reporting period.

0

0

"Gyrosand accelerometers have been acquired for use in aiding predictive tracking and
eventually in experimenting with inertial tracking. We tested them individually with a PC-based
A/D card, built mechanical mounts for the sensors, and are in the process of integrating them
with the ceiling HMD.
"* A video camera is mounted above the right eye of the ceiling HMD to provide a primitive video
see-through capability in one eye. This will eventually support evaluation of prediction methods
and ultrasound applications.
" We built a mount that holds an ultrasound transducer and three optical sensors. With this, the
ceiling can track the position and orientation of the ultrasonic sensor, which will permit the
Ultrasound group to collect data without worrying about magnetic distortions to which
Polhemus and Ascension trackers are vulnerable.
" We have reduced the jitter that occurred when one of the camera views moved off the ceiling.
This was accomplished by modifying the code to assign weights to each LED in the ceiling,
with progressively smaller weights being assigned to the LEDs closer to the edge of the ceiling.
Use of these weights gradua!Ay reduces the importance of a view as it moves closer to an edge,
thus reducing the jitter caused by its sudden disappearance when it falls off the edge.
"• We performed some tests to estimate the magnitude of the distortion in our Polhemus and
Ascension trackcrs. Further end-to-end timing studies were also performed on these and other
trackers. The results are being recorded in a technical report.

0

" We investigated sources of noise in an attempt to get cleaner and more accurate signals from our
optical sensors. The investigation did not identify any large error sources.
" A safety mechanism was developed and installed in the standard software to prevent us from
firing the LEDs more often than their specified limits permit. We have noticed that about four
6
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LEDs in the existing ceiling appear to be dead, so this new mechanism should protect us from
burning out more LEDs.
" Preliminary studies have been done on the feasibility of making a wireless version of the ceiling
HMD so that the user will have no cable to drag.
" We submitted a short article describing the ceiling tracker and the requirements demanded of
trackers in see-through systems to Communications of the ACM, for a special issue on
augmented reality systems.
2.4

Interactive Building Walkthrough

"* We have reached the stage where interactive radiosity is functional and can be integrated easily
into existing applications to provide highly realistic lighting simulations in near-real time.
"• We have moved automatic model mesh-generation in the Virus WalkThrough-to-Pixel-Planes 5
modeling pipeline onto the graphics processors, allowing it to work more tightly with interactive
radiosity.
"• Significant process has been made in building a highly detailed architectural model to serve as a
testbed for user studies on the effectiveness of different types of detail in architectural
environments and on wayfinding methods.
"• We have continued running user studies with Walkthrough under the ceiling tracker to study the
effectiveness and shortcomings of the existing system.
2.5

Virtual-Environment Ultrasound Scanning System

"• We implemented a system to enhance visual depth cues by displaying a virtual "pit" within the
patient. The walls of the pit are opaque, which allows the physician to judge better where the
ultrasound volume lies within the patient.
"* The implementation of a software system to reconstruct a series of 2D ultrasound images and
their locations and orientations into a 3D regular volume has been completed. This is done offline.
"* The Vlib virtual world management capabilities are now integrated into VVEVOL to allow
volume rendering in a virtual environment.
"* We integrated ultrasound image acquisition, resarnpling, and volume rendering into a virtual
environment to create one large interactive ultrasound virtual-reality application.
" A system for calibrating both the ultrasound transducer and the see-through video for use under
the optical ceiling tracker was developed. The calibration procedure is independent of the type
of tracking or position/orientation of the transducer, allowing the system to function under
changing conditions. Further work is necessary, but the system shows positive preliminary
results.
"* Dr. Vern Katz of the UNC Hospitals' Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology used our
volume-rendering ultrasound system to scan a fetus inside a pregnant woman.
"• We designed and simulated in software a real-time video frame grabber for the Pixel-Planes 5
high-speed ring. The design for the board has gone to the Microelectronics Center of North
Carolina for fabrication.
7
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* General Electric Ultrasound Systems has made a generous lo:a to us of a new ultrasound
scanner. This scanner has increased the resolution of our ultrasound images. Furthermore, it
has many advanced features lacking on our previous machine.

2.6 The Nanomanipulator:

An Atomic-scale Teleoperator

"*We have interfaced the system with an HP8131A pulse generator to provide bias pulses under

user control. We have used pulses to place mounds of gold onto a surface at locations specified
by the user in real time, using our manipulator ARM.
"*We have characterized the elements of the feedback loop using a network analyzer. With this

information, we designed a new feedback control circuit to optimize system performance.

3.0
3.1

Expected Milestones during the Next 12 Months

0

Head-Mounted Display System

"* Pre-distort images more accurately by dicing large polygons and moving polygon vertices.
" Continue development of the Just-In-Time Pixels renderer. Primary goals will be the
incorporation and fine tuning of predictive tracking techniques and the inclusion of the
ability to handle more complex scene geometries.
" Complete a study of the effect of head-mounted display on targeting radiation therapy
beams. Practicing radiation oncologists, dosimtrists, and radiation physicists are
currently being recruited for participation in a user study. This study will make
subjective and objective comparison between treatment beam configurations designed
with a head-tracked navigation mode and those designed without head tracking.

0

"• Write and publish a paper describing the essential coordinate systems and
transformations for a head-mounted display system.
3.2
3.2.1

See-through Head-Mounted Display
30-Degree Field-of-View System Using Off-the-Shelf Optics

"* Write the final draft of the paper describing the calibration of the system and psychophysical
data obtained.
"• Write a research proposal to obtain further funding for this research.
"• Procure and calibrate CCD cameras to measure registration error for the 30-degree FOV system.
"* Build measurement setup for analyzing registration error for a simple system.
"• Derive a model for registration error as a function of error sources (distortion, tracker error,
alignment error, etc.).
"• Measure registration error for subsets of the STHMD system of ever-increasing size, and
compare them with error predicted by the model.
"• Complete the calibration procedure for the see-through HMD system.
8
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3.2.2

60-Degree Field-of-View System with Custom Optics

"* Complete the fine tuning of the optics design once exact numbers are provided by Tektronix.
"• Complete the mechanical design of the system.
"- Have the optics and the mechanical parts for the assembly manufactured.
"• Assemble the first prototype of the system.
3.2.3

Video See-through Cameras with Custom Optics

"• Investigate alternatives for mounting the cameras on the helmet.
"• Assemble the cameras after receiving the lenses and the mechanical parts.
"• Evaluate the system.

3.3

Tracking

" Finish construction of the new ceiling and get it running. This includes hardware setup and

software modifications. Run our calibration method to measure the LED locations in the new
ceiling. Successful measurement of LED locations will control discontinuities in the computed
position and orientations reported by our tracker. Discover how much this increased range of
motion helps in certain applications.

"* Mount the gyros and accelerometers on the ceiling HMD, and use them to support advanced

prediction methods. Develop, demonstrate, and evaluate prediction methods with both objective
measures and user studies.

" Investigate better math techniques for computing the position and orientation of the head with
our equipment. Our existing method, space-resection by collinearity, is an iterative method that
does not always converge to the correct solution in difficult conditions. Other methods should
be explored. One particular alternative flashes only one LED per update, using an incremental
Kalman filter to estimate the new position and orientation. It has the potential to improve
significantly the accuracy, update rate, and lag of this tracker.
" In order to support exploration of alternate methods, revise the ceiling tracker system software.
This will add the ability to record user motion with accurate timestamps and low-level
information, such as individual sensor photocoordinates. The programs which control the
hardware already offer timestamp support that is accurate to about 30 microseconds. By
recording data runs, we can apply alternative mathematical methods to the data to compute
position and orientations off-line.
" Integrate the see-through capability for at least one eye on the ceiling HMD in a more rigorous
manner than the current implementation. Build a rigid mount to hold the camera, and work on
actually achieving reasonable registration of real and virtual objects. See-through capability
makes latency much more visible, aiding evaluation of delay compensation techniques.
" In the long run, explore technologies for unlimited range tracking in unstructured environments.
An area that needs exploration is relative-mode tracking, which measures only the relative
differences in position and orientation as the user moves and integrates these differences over
time to recover the head's location. Inertial systems are an example of such a tracker. The main
9
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problem with relative-mode trackers is drift, since repeated integration accumulates error over
time. A hybrid inertial-optical tracker could prove to be an effective system. Occasional fixes
from the optical tracker will prevent drift from accumulating endlessly, and the inertial units will
allow much greater freedom of head orientation and immunity to mnvironmental distortions.
Such a system could dramatically reduce the number of LEDs required or, for an equivalent
cost, greatly expand the range of the tracking system.
3.4

Interactive Building Walkthrough

"• Integrate more advanced versions of the Virtus WalkThrough model-building into the system,
with support for textures, model partitioning, more complex radiosity emitters, and the
replacement of model parts with objects from our model libraries.
"• Refine the current interactive radiosity system to increase the accuracy of the lighting model, to
lower the lag time required to get an initial solution to the lighting model, and to smooth the

transitions as more accurate solutions are obtained.

0

"*Incorporate adaptive and dynamic meshing into the automatic model mesh-generation to provide

mesh refinement and to allow the user to change the geometry of the scene.
"* Implement an automatic model partitioning scheme by using hierarchy and containment

information exported from Virtus Walkthrough.

"• Conduct additional user studies.
3.5

Virtual-Environment Ultrasound Scanning System

"*Build and integrate a real-time video frame grabber to allow ultrasound image acquisition at a

rate of 30 Hz.
"* Improve calibration techniques for merging computer-generated and real-world images in a
virtual environment. The calibration procedure previously discussed is being designed to solve
both video and transducer calibration problems.
"• Track the physician's head and hand under the optical ceiling tracker, as opposed to using a
magnetic tracker like a Polhemus or Ascension tracker.
"* Improve the quality of the image rendering.
"• Conduct an experiment in which all resampling and rendering is done off-line to allow the
maximum image resolution. This will also drastically cut the perceived lag in the system.
"* Conduct experimental trials of the improved system with an Ob-Gyn physician, an ultrasound
technician, and several pregnant subjects.
3.6

The Nanomanipulator:

An Atomic-scale Teleoperator

"* Modify the STM so that the wave form of the tunneling current resulting from voltage pulses
can be observed and recorded.
"• Work with our collaborator in this research, Professor Stanley Wi. dares of the UCLA
Department of Chemistry, to conduct other experiments possible with these new facilities.

10
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4.0
4.1

Discussion of Research
Head-Mounted Display System

Hardware
The current HMD system is used by many projects and subprojects in a variety of configurations.
The following is an overview of the current system:

Udfs

Smof

Adescptio
componen
c

Sm•Sen

DAN•

flow

* Host computer:. A Sun 4, which runs the host side of the application and interfaces to the
graphics engine.
* Graphics Engine: Pixel-Planes 5, a message-passing multicomnputer capable of d" awing more
than two million Phong-shaded, Z-buffered triangles per second. Multiple appli,.ations can run
on the system at the same time due to its ability to be split into several subsystems.
* Magnetic trackers: We use Fastrak, 3SPACE, and Ascension magnetic trackers.
* Ceiling tracker

.escribed in Section 4.3.

• Force-feedback, ARM: Simulates forces in the virtual world. It has six degrees of freedom (3
forces and 3 torques) and uses computer-controlled servo motors.
* Manual input devices: The newest input device has a natural handgrip shape with five buttons
for user input. We also have hollowed-out billiard balls with 3SPACE or Fastrak sensors
mounted ],-side, and switches on the outside for signaling user actions.

11
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Sound: Controlled by Macintosh; plays sounds under application control either in earphones
attached to HMD, or from separate speakers. The sound Macintosh can be controlted bn any
machine on our network transparently using sdilib.
In general, an application can run with almost any subset of the above eqwpment
Software
user application code

I

1

1

\

I-

Figure 2. Overview of UNC Virtual-Worlds Software.
(Dashed lines indicate application calls; solid lines indicate inter-library calls.)

0

The virtual-worlds base software is fairly complete but will continue to expand to be more flexible
and powerful and to azcommodate new hardware. Most of the libraries support multiple
technologies transparently, allowing application code to switch easily between different pieces of
hardware by changing only an environment variable. While efforts at improving these libraries
will continue, we will work to add new capabilities and develop new applications. The software
goals are listed in with the other twelve-month goals for the project in Section 3.1.
4.2

See-through Head-Mounted Display

0

The search for the perfect display device for HMDs is ongoing. While most commercial research
is aimed at large screen TVs, projection systems, HDTV, and large-screen flat panels, only a very
small portion of current research deals with the development of small, high-resolution monitors.
We continue the evaluation of diftee.nt technologies and will incorporate those which can extznd
the usefulness and availability of HMDs.

0

Research, both in hardware and human factors, will be extendeO. co different types of HMDs.
These include the standard, total-immersion variety and see-through (video and optical) HMDs.
Reducing the weight of HMDs is also a large area of concentration of research effort. Due to the
highly constrained 60-degree FOV, see-through HMD specification. lighter weight in this design

0
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has been sacrificed to some extent in order to achieve a higher image quality and an ideal geomemri
Indeed, the geometry is thought to be as important to the comfort of the HMD user as the weight
itself. The first prototype will be built using conventional optics since the technology of making
lenses from glass or plastic is well understood. An exciting and promising way to reduce the
system's weight and its complexity, however, is to explore the usefulness of combining classical
optics with binary optics. This seems the logical step to take in the design of the off-axis 60degree FOV system. Other general weight-saving tricks, such as composite headgear, plastic lens
mounts, and wireless video transmission, are under investigation.
The design of a video see-through system using miniature cameras with the Flight Helmet from
Virtual Research was completed. The main characteristics of this system are: the cameras' FOVs
match the FOVs of the Flight Helmet, the chosen amount of distortion of the cameras' lenses can
compensate exactly for the strong distortion of the LEEP optics used in the Flight Helmet, and the
offsets of the CCD detectors are used in the cameras to match the centers of distortion of the
cameras with those of the LEEP optics. For example, the LCDs within the Flight Helmet are offset
with respect to the LEEP optics by 6.5 mm to accommodate for mechanical assembly of the Flight
Helmet. We are currently working on how to mount the cameras on the Flight Helmet to minimize
any magnification of the real world with respect to the virtual world. To achieve a magnification of
1, the cameras would have to be mounted as if their viewpoint were the eyes of the user's
eyepoints. This is not feasible, as explained in the paper written by Edwards and Rolland, but the
solution adopted may yet be adequate. One of our goals is to test the system for the adequacy of
our chosen solution. If the test results are negative, the next step would be to redesign a complete
helmet and video camera assembly.

36.76

60 dE

MM

-ee FOV off-axis HMD

Figure 3. Optical Layout of the Folded See-through 60-Degree Field-of-View HMD.
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0
The goal of the error-model research is to determine the registration error between a real object and
a virtual object that are supposed to be in the same location. This error is a function Jf viewer
position and orientation, as well as the head's angular and linear velocities. The theoretical error
model will be derived first, and then measurements on a real system will be made to check the
model's ability to predict the registration error.

0

Since the registration is a time-varying visual phenomenon, small cameras positioned where the
user's eyes normally would be will be used to record the discrepancy between the real points and
their virtual counterparts. We will first build a simple system, derive its theoretical error, and then
measure its real error. The system will then be augmented to make it more like a complete STHMD
system, and the process will be repeated. In the end, we should have a complete model that
predicts the behavior of our existing system as a function of time, position, orientation, and
velocity. This model will also include a sensitivity analysis, which will show how an error in any
stage of the system will be propagated through the system to affect the final registration error. We
will focus our efforts on attacking the most important errors first.
4.3

Tracking

It is well known that trackers for HMDs require high resolution, high update rate, and low latency
Range, however, has not received similar emphasis. Many virtual worlds, such as architectural
walkthroughs, would benefit from more freedom of movement than is provided by existing
trackers. Wide-range trackers would allow larger areas to be explored naturally, on foot, reducing
the need to resort to techniques such as "flying" or walking on treadmills. Also, such techniques
of extending range work only with closed-view HMDs that completely obscure reality. With seethrough HMDs, which we are attempting to build for medical applications, the user's visual
connection with reality is intact, and hybrid applications in which physical objects and computergenerated images coexist are possible. In this situation, flying through the model is meaningless.
The model is registered to the physical world and one's relationship to both must change
simultaneously.
Our optically-based ceiling tracker gives us room-sized tracking capability today and is a vehicle
for tracker and HMD application research. The advent of a much larger ceiling will give us truly
long-range capability which we hope will improve exploration of architectural walkthroughs and
provide a framework for see-through HMD applications. In the long term, however, we would
like unlimited range tracking in unmodified environments. No technology today can provide this,
but a hybrid inertial-optical system might prove to be an effective solution in the next few years.
Larger Ceiling Tracker
One of the novel aspects of the ceiling tracker is that it can be scaled to any desired room size. The
current 10' x 12' system is about the size of a small office or a small dormitory room. While that
is large enough to provide some freedom of movement, it really is not very big. For example,
some users find it frustrating to explore a virtual kitchen that is larger in area than the tracking
system can cover. Thus, we are in the process of building a new ceiling that covers approximately
16' x 30', or about four times the area of the existing system.
The existing ceiling was built to exacting tolerances to maximize the chances of success of the
original system. If the locations of the beacons in the ceiling are misplaced by several millimeters,
noticeable errors can be observed in the computed position and orientations. Each panel was
stretched flat, suspended from an external superstructure, and carefully positioned with a laser
level. The panels themselves are based on a sparsely populated circuit board that measures almost
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2' x 2'. These measures keep the LEDs to their specified locations within a tolerance of 1-2 mm,
but at significant cost.
Since the new ceiling has four times as many panels as the original, several measures were taken to
reduce the cost. First, two new circuit boards were designed to replace the original 2' x 2' board.
One board, of which there are four per panel, is a long strip to hold the LEDs, and the second
holds the controlling circuitry for the panel. Since the area of the two boards is much smaller than
that of the original circuit board, they are considerably cheaper. Second, instead of trying to fix the
LEDs to a predetermined grid, we place them in a ceiling and then measure where they are using
calibration techniques (see the next section). This means that the tolerances on panel construction
can be much looser than they were in the original panels. Third, we are dropping the new panels
into standard 2' x 2' ceiling grids. This is made possible by a much lighter panel design,
adherence to UL and fire codes, and our ability to measure the locations of the LEDs. This means
that we can dispense with an external ceiling superstructure that holds the panels in precise
locations. To a casuai observer, the new cc. ang tracker should look indistinguishable from any
other ceiling in our building, thus reducing the intrusiveness of the tracker.
Calibration of LED Locations
In collaboration with Professor John F. Hughes of Brown University and Professor Al Barr of
California Institute of Technology, we have developed a procedure for measuring the locations of
the LEDs in the ceiling. The success of the new ceiling, currently under construction, relies on this
calibration. These locations must be known to within a millimeter or two for acceptable tracking
performance, in terms of smooth and
accurate tracking.
The calibration algorithm begins with a rough estimate of the beacon locations and a large
collection of raw HMD sensor data. A relaxation technique is used to adjust the LED position
estimates until they are consistent with the raw sensor data. The initial LED position estimates are
expected to be accurate to within 1 inch of true value. The raw HMD sensor data are collected
while the HMD is being moved about beneath the ceiling. No additional hardware is required, and
only practicable precautions need to be taken while collecting the data.
The basic algorithm works as follows: After collecting the raw data (about 45 minutes are required
to collect HMD sensor data from 25,000 positions), we use a method called space-resection by
collinearity to compute where each of the observations was made. The LED positions are
inaccurately known, so the computed observation positions will be inaccurate. The collinearity
algorithm, however, has the property of averaging out some of the error. Now consider the
observation positions to fe
fixed, and allow the LED positions to vary. We "fit" each of the LED
locations to the fixed observation positions. This too has the property of averaging out random
error. This concludes a single iteration of the algorithm. These two steps are repeated until
adjustments of both LED positions and observation positions are minimal. This typically takes
about 20 iterations, which require 2 hours of computing time on an HP model 700 for 25,000
observations on a ceiling with 960 LEDs. The algorithm is linear in both observation count and
LED count.
In the course of developing our algorithm, we discovered two significant sources of error which
must be controlled. First, the algorithm is less effective when using raw HMD sensor data
obtained while the headmount was in rapid motion. Ideally, the sensor data should be taken when
the headmount is stationary, but this would make data collection too lengthy a process: 25,000
observations is a typical observation count needed, and holding the headmount still in 25,000
different locations is not feasible. Therefore, the data is acquired "on the fly," that is, while the
HMD is being move around beneath the ceiling. Experience shows that moving the headmount
slowly produces better data than moving it fast.
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The better solution is to account for movement in the mathematical model of the headmount

motion. The current model assumes that the HMD does not move significantly in the 20millisecond window during which data are taken for each observation. Experience shows,
however, that the movement is significant. More sophisticated models would help to reduce this
dynamic error.
The second source of error is related to the spatial distribution of the observations. Each LED must
be seen in many separate observations and from diverse directions. If it is poorly sampled, then
the error averaging property of the LEDs' fit to the observations is lost, and the LED will not be
properly calibrated. In response to this problem we use goal-directed data collection. We
developed an X-Windows application which displays a top view of the ceiling and highlights the
locations of poorly sampled LEDs, as well as the LEDs currently visible to the head-mounted
cameras. This runs while the operator is collecting data, allowing him/her to move the HMD to
those undersarnpled areas of the ceiling and, thereby, obtaining a better distribution of
observations.
As a test of the algorithm's robustness, we tilted three ceiling panels in the existing system by
inserting 2 1/4-inch standoffs under one edge. A photograph of the ceiling with these tilted panels
is shown in Figure 4. Recall that the panels are 2 feet on a side. The calibration procedure was
then conducted to determine the new locations of these LEDs. The initial estimated LED positions
were those of the undisturbed ceiling adjusted by up to 1.7 inches in a random diiection. It is
believed that this is a more strenuous test of the calibration algorithm than the new, larger ceiling
will be. The result of the calibration is shown in a computer-generated model of the LED
locations, Figure 5. A true measure of the algorithm's accuracy is difficult to obtain, but the
algorithm does produce a measure of confidence. In the calibration of the three tilted panels,
described above, it is believed that the LEDs positions are known to within about 1 millimeter.

%

Figure 4. The existing optical ceiling with three panels deliberately tilted to test our calibration
algorithm.
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Figure 5. Result of calibration: a picture of the measured 3D positions of all the LEDs 'Inthe
ceiling. The three tilted panels are clearly evident.
Alternate Mathematical Methods
Space-resection by collinearity fAzuma9
I has served us well, but it is computaionally-intensive
and does not always converge to the corect solution. Two professors in the department. Dinesh
Manocha and Jack Goldfeather, are interested in working with us to find direct, noniterative
solutions that outperform the current method. Such methods may be inspired by relative motion
techniques used in the computer vision field.
In order te --'prove the accuracy of our tracking, we intend to explore methods that take head
motion intL _;count. One alternative is an extension to the present method. Right now, spaceresection by coflinearity computes a zero-order approximation to the HMD's motion--it finds the
position and orientation most consistent with the sensor data. The extension would provide a firstorder approximation to the HMD motion-finding the position and orientation and their rates of
change, which is most consistent to the sensor data.
Another alternative makes use of our ability to get accurate timestamps of when each LED is
sampled by applying a Kalman fil,?r to the sequence of sensor data. This method associates with
each moment in time a state vectL which includes position, orientation, and their first and second
derivatives. Since Kalman filters allow scalar measurement updates, it is possible to update the
state after sampling a single LED, rather than the dozen or s-, that we currently use before each
update. Because sampling an LED takes about one millisec,.nd, this method could potentially
reach update rates of up to 1000 Hz. Latency might also be significantly reduced. The main
drawback is that this technique cannot double-check its computed answers, so it will have to
occasionally run space-resection by collinearity or some other method to insure that it does not drift
off course. These alternative methods should also improve the accuracy of ceiling LED calibration.
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Predictive Tracking with Inertial Sensors

Latency in virtual environment systems is a major problem. The effects are far more severe in seethrough systems than in closed-view systems. In see-through, we try to register virtual objects
with the real world. If the virtual objects move with some delay but the real world responds with
no delay, however, this registration is destroyed. Even tiny amounts of latency can cause large
registration errors. At a rapid head rotation rate of 300 degrees per second, keeping angular
registration errors below 0.5 degrees requires a system latency of less than 2 milliseconds!
While system latency can be reduced, it is not currently practical to reduce latency below the
threshold of detectability for environments of any significant complexity. Just updating a display
at 60 Hz adds 16.67 ms to the system latency. The end-to-end delay from the time our ceiling
tracker begins a measurement to the time when the last pixel has been drawn on both images in the
ceiling HMD is about 120 ms for a simple environment.
Predictive tracking methods offer the possibility of compensating for much of this delay. Accurate
prediction requires a good understanding of time in the system. You can't succeed if you don't
know how far in the future to predict. In an asynchronous system such as ours, this prediction
distance varies from iteration to iteration. We have synchronized the clocks in the ceiling tracker
with its graphics engine, Pixel-Planes 5, completely bypassing UNIX and all of its non-real-time
baggage. Synchronization is accurate to under one millisecond. Communication is done via
sha•ed memory. Because the clocks run at slightly different speeds on the two systems, we found
that we must resynchronize every two or three minutes.
Accurate prediction requires good sensors. Besides the tracker itself, we will include velocity and
acceleration information from inertial sensors. We have acquired rate gyros and linear
accelerometers, plugged them into a 16-bit A/D card in an IBM PC, and verified that they work.
Mounting rigs were designed and built to attach them to the ceiling HMD or any other HMD. We
are currently building the supporting electronics to interface them with the ceiling tracker's A/D
equipment.
At the moment, we have a simple prediction method based on a Kalman filter that runs on the
ceiling. With the see-through camera activated in one eye, we noticed that this prediction did seem
to reduce latency effects but generated other artifacts (such as overshoot). In the next several

months, we intend to explore more advanced prediction methods that use inertial sensor
information. Also, we must look for ways to evaluate and compare the effectiveness of prediction
methods, both in objective terms, such as how much it reduces the average misregistration, and in
psychological terms. The latter will require user studies.
We are also interested in using inertial sensors to improve the tracking performance of the ceiling.
A hybrid optical-inertial tracker, as discussed earlier, offers many potential advantages. While our
gyros are probably good enough to support this, our accelerometers and supporting electronics fall
far below the required accuracy specifications. The existing A/D converters, which are accurate to
less than 12 bits, will not be sufficient. If using inertial sensors to support delay compensation is
successful, then we hope to make a concerted effort in building or acquiring a more accurate
inertial tracker to explore the potential of a hybrid system.

0

Evaluation of Tracker Delays

Measurements have been made of the end-to-end delays in head-mounted display systems currently
in use at UNC-Chapel Hill. System components that were tested include the various tracking
devices currently in use: the Polhemus 3 Space, the Polhemus FasTrak, the Ascension Bird, the
Ascension Flock of Birds, and the UNC Optical Ceiling. These were run on a Sun 4 host
computer with our Pixel-Planes 5 graphics engine and some typical display devices (e.g., the
18
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LCD/CRT monitors in use in head-mounted display systems). Significant findings include the
reduced delays in certain commercial tracking systems (under 10 ms) and the unanticipated impact
of the slow speed of LCD devices (adding as much as a full field time to the system end-to-end
delays). We are in the process of writing these results into a technical report
Tracker Distortion Testing
We attempted to characterize and compare the distortion of commercial magnetic tracking systems
due to ambient magnetic interference. Tests consisted of mounting a magnetic sensor on top of a
movable tripod and moving it around in the tracker workspace. The reported position values were
recorded to a file which was then used to generate the position of spheres in a virtual environment

This in effect yielded a "smoke trail" of the reported tracker positions. The smoke trails of the
various tracking systems were then compared visually in a virtual environment. Results showed

that the Ascension Technology trackers are substantially less susceptible to distortion of the
magnetic field due to the presence of conductors in the workspace than the Polhemus trackers are.
Noise Sources
We collected and analyzed the raw damt obtained from the photodiode sensors to identify any noise
sources that may be affecting our readings. The data was also analyzed to study the effects of the
active gain control done by our software to vary the current used to light each LED and the timevariation of the intensity of the light emitted by the LEDs over the period of each sampling. The
results of these analyses showed that our data acquisition is relatively noise free. We did remove
some noise from our signals by replacing the power supply for the AMD circuitry.
Self-Tracker
Self-Tracker research has been hindered by the departure from our department of the graduate
student who was working on the project. We are seeking a replacement but have been
unsuccessful to date. Dr. Gary Bishop, who originated Self-Tracker research with his 1984 thesis
[Bishop84], hopes to guide a new student in the continuation of this research.
4.4

Interactive Building Walkthrough

The UNC Interactive Buildine Walkthrough subproject aims at the development of systems to help
architects and their clients ex; ore a building design prior to its construction and, therefore, correct
problems on the computer instead of in concrete (Brooks86]. In previous versions of the system,
the scenes were shown with radiosity illumination, lights that could be switched on or off with
only 100 mscc delays, textured surfaces, and near real-time display from changing viewpoints.
Update rates realized by the Pixel-Planes 5 graphics scene generator are 30-40 updates/second
(15-20 stereo images/second) on scenes consisting of thousands of polygons, many of which are
textured. The only downside to the system was that there was a large up-front cost to build and
hand tune models and to calculate the radiosity illumination for the scene-the latter cost measured
in hours to days. If the user wanted to change the geometry of the model, then the turn-around
time was usually measured in days or weeks.
Recently we have moved toward creating a more automatic and interactive system in which
changes in the model geometry result in delays of seconds to minutes rather than hours to days,
and the radiosity illumination solution is computed in near-real time while the user is viewing the
model. The end result is a much more practical and flexible design environment.
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Our system uses a head-mounted display and the UNC ceiling tracker to allow the viewer literally
to walk freely about a 10' x 12' area of a model. An orange "ribbon" demarcates the boundaries of
the tracking volume.
We have long held that virtual-worlds projects need to move forward simultaneously in four
dimensions: faster, prettier, handier, and realer. In the past year, we have made progress in the

-

following areas:
* Faster:
We have worked on speeding up the batch preparation processes rather than the run-irne

calculations. Although initial modeling will still take place off-line, changes to the model, mesh
generation, and radiosity are all done interactively. In the next six months we are hoping to extract

partitioning information automatically from the new version of Virtus WalkThrough.

0

- Prettier:

We have begun working on incorporating texture into interactive radiosity.
- Handier:

The big change in this system has been the method of moving the ceiling's virtual space through

larger models. The viewer translates the 10' x 12' area in the direction of gaze with the press of a
button. Our research suggests that only translating this area, rather than allowing translations and
rotations, is less disorienting to the viewer.
We have moved toward a more automatic system of modeling and rendering which can be inserted
without significant effort into existing applications and can be used to view existing models not
specifically designed for the Walkthrough system.

0

We have significantly reduced the design iteration cycle time by migrating onto the graphics
processors procedures that were previously hand tuned and treated as batch processes.
. Realer:
Real-time mesh generation and interactive radiosity have been incorporated into the system and, as
a result, models are beginning to be dynamic entities. The time scale for the modeling pipeline has
dropped from days or weeks to seconds or minutes. Changes in the model are no longer limited to
corrections of modeling errors; changes in design are encouraged rather than prohibited.

0

As a product of our collaboration with the Virtus Corporation, we are fast approaching a system
which allows for interactive design, with a user under the UNC ceiling tracker making design
decisions and a modeler using Virtus WalkThrough to carry them out. Soon the user will be able
to explore a model, manipulate objects, suggest modifications, and have those modifications
implemented in the model around him/her.
4.5

Virtual-Environment Ultrasound Scanning System

Our current system works in the following way: A video see-through IMD system is used to
display ultrasound data in its real-world context with the patient on the examining table. A TV

camera is mounted on a conventional HMD to provide video see-through capability. Synthetic
images are generated which correspond to the position and orientation of the TV camera as tracked

by the HMD system. The synthetic video images and the live (TV camera) images are then
combined in a single image. This creates a virtual environment in which synthetic geometry
appears fixed in the user's "real world" environment as that user, wearing the HMD, moves
around.

0
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The virtual-environment ultrasound scanning system works by gathering ultrasound data and
transforming it to match the viewing position of the TV camera mounted on the video see-through
HMD. When viewed through the HMD, the transformed ultrasound data appears fixed in its
world, its 3D location within a subject. Two-dimensional ultrasound data is input into our system
with a frame grabber and a tracking system. Currently we use Polhemus, Ascension and UNC
Optical trackers. The frame grabber transfers live 2D ultrasound video images to our imagegeneration system, Pixel-Planes 5. The system resamples 2D images into a 3D volume that is
rendered by Pixel-Planes 5 and then displayed along with live video in the HMD.
The ideal ultrasound system would include interactive display of volume data in a virtual
environment and interactive acquisition of 3D ultrasound volumes. We are working along several
paths to reach this goal. Current limitations include poor HMD resolution, poor tracking
technology, slow rendering speeds, and the lack of a 3D ultrasound machine. UNC is actively
pursuing improved HMD and tracking technologies. The ultrasound group is working on
automatic calibration of the real world and ultrasound data with the virtual environment. We ar
also working on improving rendering speed, image quality, and the generation of 3D volumes
from a series of tracked ultrasound images.
Ultrasound was chosen as the acquisition medium because it provides real-time data acquisition
under the physician's control. Ultrasound scanners are compact and readily z',ailable.
Furthermore, ultrasound technology is not invasive and is much safer than other imaging
technologies such as X-ray. Our collaborators at Duke University and other researchers are
working on ultrasound scanners that acquire volume data in real time.
Volume rendering was deemed necessary because the data from ultrasound is inherently noisy.
When the 3D ultrasound machine being developed at Duke University becomes available, 3D data
can be input directly into our system and the resampling of 2D data will no longer be required. To
visualize 3D structures within the body and to allow the user to view these structures from arbitrary
directions, we apply volume rendering within the head mounted display. The HMD gives the user
the freedom to move around the patient, and the volume data shows the entire body structures and
not just cross-sections of them.
4.6

The Nanomanipulator

We are collaborating with Prof. Stan Williams of the UCLA Department of Chemistry to build a
nanomanipulator. The nanomanipulator consists of Williams' ultra-low-drift scanning tunneling
microscope (STM) driven in real time by our manipulator arm, while the viewer watches real-time
reconstruction of the surface, generated on Pixel-Planes 5 and viewed either on a large screen in
high resolution or on the head-mounted display. We started this activity in November 1991, got
the STM here in Chapel Hill in January 1992, and now have viewing, feeling, and arm-driven
STM placement working. The system is also capable of making controlled changes to a surface in
real time through the use of bias pulses.
We will attempt pick-up and release of small amounts of matter by short pulses of voltage about
five times the normal imaging voltage. Our hope is to etch quantum circuits using this feature.
Already we have been successful in placing material on the surface with this technique. Williams
has been working hard on this and believes he can accomplish it.
This work is making use of head-mounted display technology developed under this DARPA
contract. Our facilities for haptic display with the force-feedback manipulator were developed with
support of NIH. An NSF grant under the Small Grants for Exploratory Research (SGER)
program has paid for moving the STM here from UCLA and for the salary of the one graduate
student currently working on this project.
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Gary Bishop
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Greensboro, NC
September 1992

By:
Topic:
Event:
Place:
Date:

Henry Fuchs
Virtual Reality: The Lunatic Fringe or the Ultimate Display
Invited talk, Lectures in Computer Graphics, Geometry, and Visualization series
Princeton, NJ
23 November 1992

By:
Topic:
Event:
Place:
Dam:

Jannick Rolland
Applications of the Hotelling Observer in Medical Imaging
Invited talk, Optical Society of America general meeting
New Mexico
September 1992

By:
Topic:
Event:
Place:
Date:

Jannick Rolland
Depth and Size Perception in Virtual Environments
Invited speaker, Optical Society of America general meeting
New Mexico
September 1992

By:
Topic:
Event:
Place:
Date:

Jannick Rolland
Depth and Size Perception in Virtual Environments
Visit to Philips Medical
Best, The Netherlands
September 1992

5.4 A Partial List of the Visitors Who Observed Graphics Demonstrations, June
1992-January 1993
0 Delegation of 13 Hungarian participants in the National Academy of Sciences-Hungarian
Academy of Sciences workshop on "Technological Innovation and Growth in
Knowledge-Based Economies"
0 Kurt Akeley, Silicon Graphics
* 75-90 participants in the "Virtual Reality and Synthetic Environments in Training"
conference, sponsored by the Army Research Office in Research Triangle Park, NC
* Professor Dr. sc. Rainer Ortleb, Federal Minister of Education and Science and Deputy
Chairman of the Liberal Democratic Party, Germany
9 Hans R. Friedrich, Chief of Staff, Ministry of Education and Science's Department of
Higher Education and Science, Germany
* -200 attendees of the 1992 "Visualization in Biomedical Computing" conference that was
hosted by our department in October 1992
• Col. John Mentz, Office of the U.S. Secretary of Defense
* David Meisel and Henry Sowizral, Boeing
• Hikon Lie, Norwegian Telecom Research
& 20 members of .'C State University's student chapter of ACM
0 9 juniors and seniors in a multimedia class, LeJeune High School, Fayetteville, NC
* Ase Svensson, Klas Odelid, and Sverker Almquist, Lund University, Sweden
* Dr. Brad Walters, UNC Neurosurgery
* Mike McGrath, National Science Foundation
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5.5

-15 8th-12th graders from the Duke University Talent Identification Program's "Visual
Math" weekend session
Donald Boulton, UNC Vice-Chancellor and Dean, Division of Student Affairs, and 17 of
his department heads
Mark Mabry, Lockheed Sanders
12 from National Institute of Environment Health Sciences, Research Triangle Park, NC
Nicolas Ayache, INRIA, France
4 from Motorola
5 from Virtus Corp., Cary, NC
Group of 12 computer science majors from Univ. of South Carolina at Spartanburg
Barbara Herrnstein Smith, Director of the Duke University Center for Interdisciplinary
Study in Science and Cultural Theory
Alan Cox, Honeywell
Chris Daft, General Electric
Group of 5 faculty and students from East Tennessee State University Department of
Computer Science, Johnson City, TN
15 from Glaxo Pharmaceuticals
5 from Information Spectrum, Inc. (designers of flight simulations for the U.S. Navy)
Pete Saraceni, FAA
Prof. Peter Foldiak, Psychology Department, Oxford University, UK
David Johnson, NASA Langley, Hampton, VA
David Stein, Director of NC School of Math and Science, Durham, NC
7 from the Florida Community Colleges Academic Technology Committee
Richard Bland and Cathy Czeto, Lighthouse Low Vision Products
Mike Levine, Henry Green and J. Pekar, Ocutech (optical company designing products
for persons with low vision), Chapel Hill, NC
Jim Drew, Discovery Place (science museum), Charlotte, NC
Harry Yae and Mike Booth, University of Iowa, Dept. of Mechanical Engineering
13 undergraduates from the Duke Engineering Research Center's Summer Institute
16 gifted and talented high school students participating in the Math and Science Ventures
Program sponsored by UNC-Charlotte

Media Coverage of UNC-CH's Research

There is continuing public interest in our department's research accomplishments, particularly
virtual worlds research. During this reporting period, information on our research has appeared in
a wide variety of media: television, video shown at conferences and exhibitions, newspapers, and
magazines.
Television/Video:
The UNC News Service highlighted the department's research in virtual reality as one of only three
areas of research included in a new video shown during half-time at televised UNC athletic events.
Video footage of UNC's virtual worlds research was shown at a 10-day exhibition called "Virtual
Vertigo" in La Corufia, Spain, and was subsequently shown as part of a documentary on this
exhibition for a Spanish television news program.
Video footage of our research was shown at the CNN World Economic Development Congress
that was held in Washington, DC, 17-20 September 1992.
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WAGA-TV, the CBS affiliate in Atlanta, Georgia, shot footage in the grapluics lab and interviewed1
Gary Bishop for a three-part story on virtual reality that was broadcast on their 6:00 news program
23-25 November 1992.
Newspaper/Magazine

Articles:

"Virtual Reality: It's All in the Mind," Atlanta Consnrution, 29 September 1992
"Virtual Reality: Exploring the Future," FurnitureToday The Weekly Business Newspaper qf the
FurnitureIndustry, 5 October 1992. Focuses on architectural wakthrough.
"Virtual Reality: How a Computer-Generate World Could Change the Real World," Business
Week, 5 October 1992. Includes a quote from Henry Fuchs on the future of virtual reality.
"See-Through View: Virtual Reality May Guide Physicians' Hands," Scientfic Amerwian,
September 1992. About the use of head-mounted display in ultrasound exam
6.0

Appendixes

Appendix A
Fuchs, Henry, Gary Bishop, et al. "Research Directions in Virtual Environments- Report of an
Invitational Workshop on the Future of Virtual Environments." Computer Graphics 26, no. 3
(August 1992), 153-177.
Appendix B

0

Bajura, Mike, Henry Fuchs, Ryutarou Ohbuchi. "Merging Virtual Reali-,, ,,,-i ite keal World:
Seeing Ultrasound Imagery within the Patient." Proceeding€ cv S.GGMAPH '92, (published as
Computer Graphics 26, no. 2, July 1992, 203-210).
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Research in Virtual Environments

Executive Summary
At the request of NSFs Interactive Systems Program, a two-day invitational workshop was held March 23-24. 1992 at UNC
Chapel Hill to identify and recommend future research directions in the area of "virtual environments" (VE) *. Workshop
participants included some 18 experts (plus 4 NSF officials) from universities, industry, and other leading technical
organizations. The two-day schedule alternazed between sessions of the entire group and sessions in the following specialty
areas, around which the recommendations came to be organized: 1) Perception, 2) Human-Machine Software Interface.
3) Software, 4) Hardware, and 5) Applications. Also, two participants developed a taxonomy of VE applications that is
included as an appendix to the report.
Recommendations

Summary:

Perception:
Vision
1. Collaborative science-tehnology development programs should be established at several sites around the country to
encourage closer collaboration between developers and scientists.
2. Theoretical research should focus on development of metrics of performance and task demands in VE.
3. Paradigmatic applications and theoretical questions that illustrate the science-technology synergy need identification.
Audition
I.Theoretical research should emphasize the role of individual differences in Head-Related Transfer Functions (HRTFs),
critical cues for distance and externalization, spectral cues for enhancing elevation and disambiguauing the cone-ofconfusion, head-motion, and intersensory interaction and adaptation in the accurate perception of virtual acoustic sources.
The notion of artificially enhanced localization cues is also a pomising area.
2. A fruitful area for joint basic and applied research is the development of perceptually-viable methods of simplifying the
synthesis technique to maximize the efficiency of algorithms for complex room modeling.
3. Future effort should still be devoted to developing more ralistic models of acoustic envirownents with implementation on
more powerful hardware platforms.
1. Theoretical research should focus on lower-level sensory and higher-level cognitive determinants of acoustic perceptual
organization, with particular emphasis on how acoustic parameters interact to determine the identification, segregation,
and localization of multiple, simultaneous sources.
2. Technology development should focus on hardware and software systems specifically aimed at real-time generation and
control for acoustic information display.
Haptics
I. Development should be encouraged of a variety of computer-controlled mechanical devices for either basic scientific
investigation of the human haptic system or to serve as haptic interfaces for virtual environments and teleloperation.
2. Research programs should be initiated to encourage collaboration among engineers who are capable of building high
precision robotic devices and scientists who can conduct biomechanical and perceptual experiments with the devices.
3. Research programs should also be developed to enable collaboration among researchers working on visual, auditory, and
haptic interfaces, together with compute specialists who can develop software capable of synchronized handling of all the
sensory and motor modalities.
Motion Sickness In Virtual Environments
I. The virtual environment community should be made aware of the sensory-motor adaptation and motion sickness
problems to be expected presently because of hardware limitations and in the future as better virtual presence in
nauseogenic environments is achieved.
2. Research programs should be initiated to evaluate the incidence and severity of sickness associated with different types of
virtual environments, and to assess the kinds of sensory-motor adaptations and aftereffects associated with virtual
By virtualenvironments, we mean real-time interactive graphics with three-dimensional models, when combined with a
display technology that gives the user immersion in the model world and direct manipulation. Such research has proceeded
under many labels: virtual reality, synthetic experience, . etc. We prefer virtual environments for accuracy of description and
truth in advertising.
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environments.
Evaluation of Virtual Environments
Research should be conducted on the development of psychophysical techniques that measure the level of effort required to
achieve a given level of performance, that relate performance on simple tasks with performance in a multi-task situation, and
that operate in a systematic and well-defined manner with complex stimulus contexts.
Human-Computer Software Interface:
1. Researchers should focus on the development of new metaphors for VEs and the identifica=on of reusable, applcaton.
independent interface components, specifically those which can be encapsulated in software and distributed.
2. NSF should support a software clearinghouse for code shuring, reuse, and software capitalization.
3. We will need to develop metrics to guide the exploration of VE tools. techniques, and metaphors.
Software:
1. The development of new modeling tools for model construction for virtual environments should be supporwd, especially
inside-the-environment modeling tools. These tools need to be developed to the point where their effectiveness can be
evaluated..
2. A facility for sharing existing and new models should be established.
Hardware:
Tracking Systems
1. Inertial tracking systems am prime for research activity now because of recent advances in micro-accelerometem and gyros.
Inertial adjuncts to other tracking methods for sensing of motion derivatives is also a needed researh activity.
2. Research into tracking technologies that allow large working volumes in outside spaces should be encouraged.
Haptic Systems
L.Support basic biomechanical and psycho-physical nrsearch on human haptic senses.
2. Support development of interactive force reflecting devices, and devices to distribute forces spatially and temporally within
each of the (possibly multiple) contact regions.
Image Generators
1. Research into low latency rendering arvhitecuies should be encouraged.
2. Research is needed.into software techniques for motion prediction to overcome inherent system latencies and the errors
they produce in registered see-through applications.
Visual Display Devices
NSF should primarily support pilot projects that offer potential for order of magnitude improvement in resolution, brightness
and speed. NSF should also investigate display techniques that may offer decreases in latency and to characterize problems
with display phenomena such as ftame sequential color.
Applications:
I. Applications are needed which provide discriminatory power to evaluate VE technology versus 'through the window'

interactive graphics and other similar technologies.

2. Researchers should look toward applications which solve real-world problems. VE must move beyond the stage of an
interesting t,-'-logical toy and begin to solve problems for people where they ae.
3. Researcher'. .,egin work on the probable impact of VE technology on society. Will VEs change the way we work
(telecom •.. &teleconferencing) or our interpersonal interactions? As die technology becomes more readily available,
how wili •c•ty react?
4. Can the use of VEs to communicate between people approach the level of communication we currently experience in
person or in a group? What research must be done to move toward that goal? Is it even a desirable goal?
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I.

Introduction

worlds with rather good pictures, sounds, and foces. with
tantalizingly close to real-time peformance.

What is Virtual Environments Research? In
1965. Ivan Suteriand in a paper, "T~he Uldauw Display".
196, va Sthlndina
ape, ThtUhiat Dspays
of the International
conference
triennial
the
given at
proclaimed
Federation of Information Processing Societies,
a program of research in computer graphics which has
challenged and guided the field ever since. One must look
at the display screen, he said, as a window through which
to computer
one beholds a virtual world The challenge
graphics is to make the picture in the window look real,
sound real, and the objects act real. Indeed, in the ultimate
display, one will not look at that world through a window,
but will be immersed in it. will change viewpoint by
natural motions of head and body, and will interact directly
inn the
world, hearing an
and naturally with the
te wrldheaingandNSF
attilywiththeobjcts
andobjects
feeling them, as well as seeing them.

Though we still have far to go to achieve "The Ultimate
Display", we have sufficiently advanced towards the goal
tiel to cn ider sylm fo seu
y:
l
at
-

of t mot
-machine
benefi fcro such
amoi
will
systens-

W*AM we the technical barers that stand in th way of
ghese

applications?

-How can these most profitably be adIessWd How can
these barrers?
make (or
a coordinated
pushthethrough
community
vE research
DARPA) and

Real-time interactive graphics with three-dimensional
models, when combined with a display technology that
direct
gives the user immersion in the model world and
manipulation, we call virtual environments. Such research
has proceeded under many labels: virtl reality, wtic
experience, .etc. We prefer virtual environments for
accuracy of description and truth in advertising. MeriamWebster's New Collegiate Dictionary, Ninth Edition,
defines

II.

Overview

Virtual
In light of the ricnt scien of intere, t m
Evom ts in science, industry, and the media, an
invitati6al workshop was held at the University of North
Croi at Chapel Hill on Match 23-24, 1992,
at the request of Dr. John Hestenes (Director, Imertive
Systems, National Science Foundation). The workshop
was chaired by Drs.. Gary Bishop and Henry Fuchs with the

virtual as "being in effect but not in actual fact", and

purpose of developing

m en

for resech

directions in this field. Eighteen researchers from the US
and Canad spent two days in large and small groups
develoeng a consensus on the recommendations in this

environment as "the conditions, circumstances, and
influences surrounding and affecting an organism..

repom
Why is VE Research hot now? From 1965 until the
mid-198C9s, the limited power of computers and of
graphical engines meant that Sutherland's vision could only
be realized for crude depictions or for painfully slow
interactions for many worlds. Many graphics resatchers
worked on making more faithful visual depictions by
solving the problems of perspective, hiding, raste-scanning
pictures, shading, or illumination. They got fidelity of
motion by animation onto fim, computing minutes per
frame, giving up interaction. Others worked on real-time
motions and interactions in toy worlds of only a few
hundred elements,

Ihe pamicipants divided into five working groups in order
to focus on:
1.-Perceion (chaired by Steve Ellis),
2. Human-Computer Software Interface
(chaired by Randy Pausch),
3. Software (chaired by Mark Grmen),
(chaired by Ktxhae Mosheli)jad
4. H
5. Applicatimf (chaired by Marcus Brown).
Also, two participants. [van Sutherland and Warren
Robinett, developed a taxonomy of VE applications that is

included as an appendix.

Advances in technology, in computer and graphics
organiamon, in displays, and in interactive devices now
enable us to do in a video frame tasks that used to require
batch computing. Digital signal processing algorithms and
hardware allow the realistic productim of three-dimenaional
sound cues, and increasingly compact and high peromance
mechanical sensors and actuators promnise rehatic
simulation of manual interactions with objects. So it is
now possible to bring these lines of research together and to
approximate Sutherland's vision of interestingly complex

I
atiIo of each of the groups were reviewed
The
pats.
and dicussed by all of the
These
the rsulsof the w.
This rpo smm
results are aWaiizcd armod the five divisions of the
working g8MuP Each section presents the current status of
Wrinm
datons for
the sb-re the perceived needs. and
futue reseach dimctions.
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position and identity, (e.g. Warren, et al. 1991), which have
been extensively studied to provide the bases for
psychological and physiological theories of manipulative
interaction.

III. Perception

Visual informaion is not only
Visalorintat
important for local navigation while traversing an
environment
but also
globaltasks
pathhave
planning
and route
selection. These
morefor
global
been studied
in
isolation during scientifically motivated experiments (e.g.
in Howard, 1982). But visual orientation is also important
for more integrated tasks in which subjects use visual aids
such as maps to maintain their intLeal mrepentaium of the
surrounding space and assist planning of future activities.

Vision
Becausevisual
of th stimuli
pervasive,
dominantquestion
role of vision
in human
affairs,
aro without
the most
important covaponent in the creation
q of e computer-based
illusion that users are in a virtual environment. There ase
four aspectsaofuseis key
i role of visionm: the chaterics of
for aispl oage, the stkucyure of the visual scene, the
visual consetuenes of manispultive and seeiular
interaction with the scene, and the role of visual
information for spatial orientation.

Y

ear
status

Yaza imag; Modem visual psychoysics ma

intensive use of computer graphics to synthesize high
resolution stimuli for experimental manipulation. Display
generation and digital filtering techniques have come to
play an essential role in modem laboraries studying
human vision. The mathematical and computimonal
techniques used to describe fte viual stimuli that we
studied have also become the languages in which thtoies
1989)
about visual pnomena am phrased (
Strctu in the visual image is automtically
Visual
identified by biological image p essing that segregaS
forenid
ba roiand
ud
snthan
l groups
foregronnd fm
ftom
h
kgroi
suouly
n d and
groups
regions together into sbparts Somepr
a
of his image
segregazion appear to be the result of parallel prcsig

tields xceeig 6y!may ney not be cemuire.
fields exceeding 60! may only rarely be required.
YisiLn Since virtual environment will only be able
b

in the space surrounding the observer. The separated
patterns of contours and regions may then be interpreted
a surrounding space.

to prset somewhat degraded low evel visual cues such as

th capaity for viewers to segregate
s efonr d from background is likely to be less than that
with natural images from real environments. Accordingly,

Visul worl The spatial interpretation of visual images is

c ch

cte

0

between the left and right eye images need not be complete,

while other show evidence of sequential processing
adoncular
(Treisman, 1985). Once sege
features collected into groups may be interpreted as objects

highly dependent upn te k

m= Precision visual tasks will require

improvements in the image quality of small display
system that provide pholopic luminance levels with
several arc-minute pixel resolution. Low level visual
performanc should be assessed with visual parameters
likely to be provided by future display systems which may
use nonstandard pixel layouts, variable field resolution, and
field manifation to optimize aocation of computer
graphics processing. Higher resolution inserts in the
central visual field may be utilized, but gaze directed control
of these fields may not be necessary if they can be made
sufficiiently large, i.e. to about 30 degrees. Since the
entation of wide fields of view ( > 60 degrees
monocular), will likely involve some geometric image
distortion, studies of the tolerable distortion and
characteristics of adaptation will also likely be required for
specific tasks. However, because the binocular overlap

of the

visual segregation with degraded image quality and

dynamics shuld be studied and enhacemens t overcome
difficulties should be developed.

image motion, in particular those motions that are
consequences of the observer himself (Cutting, 1986). The
patterns oi image motion that are associated with observers'
movements provide much of the necesary infornmaion for
guidance through a cluttered environment and have povided
the basis for development of what J. J. Gibson described as
a higher-order puophysics. In this field, reseacher may
investigate the natural linkages established between
properties of image, or object motion, and complex normal
betaviors such a walking or object avoidance.

enviromental i TL e visual consequences of
i
q visualsmo.
intiegrtion and do not quality as strictly
p of otioa ina
However thsie ate purely visual copquences
a simulation which are important for perceptu fielity, a
compeling visual simulation will require dynamic as well
as kinematic modeling which currently is difficult to carry
out at the necessary interactive raes, which ideally should
exceed 30Hz simulation loop frequency. Important work is

Just as motion of an observer causes global changes in the

rquired on the subjective and objective operator reactions to

pattern of relative motion in the visual image, so to
manipulative interaction with visible objects also produces
characteristic visible transformations related to the object's

approximated kinematic

d dynamic models of synthetic

environments. How far can a simulation deviate from
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Related Transfer Functions, a common circumstance for
most virtual displays. In general, the synthesis technique
involves the digital generation of sumuli using HeadRelated Transfer Functions (HRTFs) measured m the ear
canals of individual subjects or artificial heads for a large
number of real source (loudspeakers) locations (e.g.,
Wightman A Kistler, 1989; Wenzel, 1992). Other
research suggests that such errors may be mitigated by
providing mom complex acoustic cues derived from
reverberant environments (Begault 1991). Recently. some
progress has been made in inrteactively synthesizing
complex acoustic cues using a real-time implementation of
the image model (Foster. et al., 1991)

correct dynamical modeling and still appear to be realistic?
a onatio Imperfect and slow dynamics of virtual
environments can lead to significant difficulties for users to
maintain their spatial orientation within a simulated larger
environment. Orientation aids to compensate for these
difficulties should be developed to allow developers to
simulate highly detailed real environments when such
detailed simulation is require&. These aids amount to
enhancements for orienteering within a virtual environment
and should assist users in switching between ego- and
exocentmc frames of reference which will be needed for
efficient interpretation and control of objects in the
simulated environment.

SA

Following from Gibson's ecological
approach to percepton, one can conceive of the audible
world as a collection of acoustic "objects*. In addition to
spatial oato, various acoustic features such as temporal
onsets and offsets, timbre, pitch, intensity, and rhythm, can
specify the identities of the objects and convey meaning
about discaete events or ongoing actions in the world and
their relationships to one another.

Recommendations
1. Collaborative science-technology development pirgrams
should to be established at several sites around the
country to encourage closer collaboration between
developers and scientist,
2. Theoretical research should focus on development of
metrics of performance and task demands in VE.

One can systematically manipulate these features,
effectively creating an auditory symbology which operates
on a continuum from "literal" everyday sounds to a
completely abstract mapping of statistical data into sound
pmuneters. Principles for design and synthesis can be
gleaned from the fields of music (Blamner, Sumikawa. and
Greenberg, 1989), psychoacoustics (Patterson, 1982), and
higher-level cognitive studies of the acoustical determinants
of perceptual organization (Bregman, 1990, Buxton, Gaver,
and Bly, 1989). Recently, a few studies have also been
concerned with methods for directly characterizing and
modeling environmental sounds such as walking sounds
(Li, Logan, and Pastore, 1991). Other relevant research
includes physically or snructurally-based acoustic models of
sound source characteristics such as radiation patterns
(Morse and Ingard, 1968).

3. Paradigmatic applications and theoretical questions that
illustrate the science-technology synergy need
identification.
Comment: The inherent interdisciplinary nature of VE will
benefit from curriculum modifications to improve
communication between perceptual scientists and interface
designers. Currently, these researchers have significantly
different research agenda and goals which can interfere with
collaboration. Interface designers are happy with informal,
imperfect guidance not the relative truth which the
scientists seek.
Audition

Needs
Status

tiaL~gaW It seems clear that simple anechoic
simulations of spatial cues will not be sufficient to
minimz perceptual errors and maximize perceptual
presence. Dynamic mode'ing of complex acoustic
environments requires enormous computational resources
for real-time implementation in a truly interactive (headtracked) display. Currently it is not practical to render more
than the first one or two reflections from a very small
number of reflecting surfaces in real-time. However,
because of the less stringent requirements of the auditory
modality, acoustic digital signal processing is now
advanced enough to allow significant strides in our basic
understanding of human sound localization. While fully
realistic, interactive simulations of a concert hall may not
yet be feasible, synthesis techniques are sufficiently
developed to allow an unprecedented degree of stimulus

Two general areas of acoustic research, spatial sound and
the real-time generation of nonspeech audio cues. are
critical for virtual environment research and technology
development. Speech generation and recognition, also
important features of auditory displays, will not be
discussed herm.
SgaaL52ud The simulation of spatial localization cues
for interactive, virtual acoustic displays has received the
most attention in recent work. Perceptual research suggests
that synthesis of purely anechoic signals can result in
perceptual errors, in particular, increases in front-back
reversals, decreased elevation accuracy, and failures of
extemalization. These errxs tend to be exacerbated when
virtual sources we generated fivrn non-personalized Head-
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identification, segregation, and localizaion of multiple,
simultaneous sources.

control for the purposes of psychophysical studies.
ek.Aud A few cue-generation systems have been
specifically integrated for virtual environment applications
while some designers are beginning to develop systems
intended for data "sonification" However, far more effort
should be devoted to the development of sound-generation
technology specifically aimed at information display.
Perhaps mome critical is the need for further research into
lower-level sensory and higher-level cognitive detenminants
of acoustic perceptual organization, since these results will
serve to guide technology development. Further, relatively
little research has been concerned with how various acoustic
parameters inte= to determine the identification,
segregation, and localization of multiple, simultaneous
sources. Understanding of such interaction effects will be
critical in any acoustic display developed for both virtual
environments and telepresence.

hign

2. Technology development should focus on hardware and
software systems specifically aimed at real-Utme
generation and control for acoustic information display.
using basic theoretical knowledge as design guidelines.
Haptics
The human haptic system is composed of subsystems that
enable tactile and kinesthetic senses as well as motr
actions. In contrast to the purely sensory nature of vision
and audition, only the haptic system is capable of direct
action on real or virtual enviromentis. Being able to
touch, fed, and manipulate objects in the environment, in
addition to seeing (and/or hearing) them, gives a sense of
compelling immersion in the environment that is otherwise
not possible. It is quite likely that much greater immersion
can be achieved by the synchronous operation of even a
haptic interface with a m.is display, than by large
improvements in the fidelity of the vistial display alone.
Consequently. it ýs important to develop a wide variety of
haptic interfaces to interact with virtual environments.
Examples of haptic interwrt'c;that are being used in virtual
environment reaprh are i;ysticks and hand/arm
exoskeletos. In general. they measure and display users'
body pa posmitior as well as the forces on them. The
bioechanic sensorimotor, and cognitive abilities of the
human haptic system determine the design specifcations for
the hardwar and software of haptic interfacs

Recommendadons

Ssimple
I. Theoretical research should emphasize the role of
individual differences in HRThs, critical cues for
distance and exteralization, spectral cues for enhancing
elevation and disambiguating the cone-of-confusion,
head-motion, and intersensory interaction and
adaptation in the accurate percepoon of virnual acoustic
sources (see Wenzel, 1992). The notion of surauditory localization, or artificially enhanced
localization cues, is also a promising area (Durlach,
1991).

status

2. A fruitful ara for joint basic and applied research is the
development of perceptually-viable methods of
simplifying the synthesis technique with the goal of
maximizing the efficiency of algorithms for complex
room modeling (increasing the number and complexity
of modeled reflections),

Compared to vision and audition. our understanding of
haptics is very limited. The recent trend of conducting
multidisciplinary haptic studies involving biomechanical.
psychophysical and neurophysiological experiments
together with computational models has contributed to rapid
progress. Due to the availability of powerful computers
and high precision mechanical sensors and actuators, it is
now possible to exert control over experimental variables as
never before.

3. In contrast to visual display technology, we are
currently much closer to developing truly realistic
simulations of auditory environments. Since the
research pay-off is likely to be both high and timely,
future effort should still be devoted to developing moIv
realistic models of acoustic environments with
implementation on more powerful hardware platforms.
Some of the issues that need to be addresed are
nonuniform radiators, diffuse reflections, scattering
reflectors, diffraction and partial obscuration by walls
or other objects, spreading loss and high-frequency
absorption.

Biomechnnics of Contact In any ta involving physical
contact with at object, be it for exploration or
manipulation, the mechanics of the contact interface plays a
fundamnaml role. Both in the tactile sensory information
flow from the object, and in imposing desired motor action
on the object, the contact interface is strongly influenced by
the surface and volumetric physical properties of the skin
and subcutaneous tissues. Although some data on the in
biomechanical properties and several simple
computational models of, say, the primate fingerpad are
available, they are inadequate at present.

Svivo
1. Theoretical research should focus on lower-level sensory
and higher-level cognitive determinants of acoustic
perceptual organization, with particular emphasis on
how acoustic parameters interact to determine the
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strongly influences the effectiveness of the interface.
Therefore, the specifications for the design of sensors and
actuators in the interface, as well as the control algorithms
that drive the interface, require the determination of surface
and bulk properties of, say, the fingerpacL The
measurement of force distributions within the contact
regions with real objects is needed to determine how a
display should be driven to simulate such contacts in vuua
environments. In addition, computational models of the
mechanical behavior of soft tissues will aid in simulating
the dynamics of task performance for testing control
algorithms, as well as in determining the required taskspecific force distributions for the displays. This requires
measuremnent of the in vivo skin and subcutaneous soft
tissue response to time-varying normal and tangential loads.

Sensing and Control of Interface Variables: The term
interface variables is meant to include the kinematic
variables (i.e., the relative positions, orientations, and
motions) of various tody parts, together with the associated
normal and shear forces arising from contact with objects.
The kinematic information is conveyed by our kinesthetic
sense, whereas the contact forces are sensed by both tactile
and kinesthetic systems. In the kinesthetic space,
psychophysical phenomena such as anisotropies in the
perception of distance and orientation, apparent curvature of
straight lines, non-Euclidean distance measures between two
points etc., have been reported. In tasks involving physical
contact, such as manipulation of objects, it is known that
tactile information is crucial in controlling grasp forces,
These control actions can range from a fast spinal reflex to
a relatively slow, deliberate action. However, even simple
questions concerning our abilities, (such as what is our
resolution in the sensing and control of interface variables),
or the mechanisms, (such as how we perceive joint angles
or contact forces), do not yet have unequivocal answers.

t,ations: Determination of the
Pshonhyical Inv
human abilities (in terms of resolution, bandwidth, etc.) in
sensing and control of net contact force vectors as well as
joint angles or end point positions will set the design

specifications for haptic interface devices. The rath large

PercCntion of Contact Conditions and Object PBmeties:
The contact conditions perceived through the tactual sense
can be broadly classified as static (with or without skin
stretch due to shear forces), slipping and vibratory. The
object properties that are inferred include both geometric
(such as shape), and material properties (such as
compliance). The perception of both contact conditions and
object properties is based on intensive, temporal, spatial or

body of data available on tactile sensing of vibratory
stimuli and the dam on spatial localization and resolution,
together with additional psychophysical experiments on the
perception of contact conditions and object properies will
influence directly the design of tactile displays. Theoretical
developments concerning the task-specific flow of sensory
information and control of motor action am needed to
generate testable hypotheses on our haptic interactions with

spaue- temporal stimWus variations, and the associated
nei
:odes. Recent psychophysical and

both real and vi-tual environments,

ne

',vsiological investigations have provided some
, to questions concerning perception and neural
cocwng of roughness. raised features on rigid objects, slip,
microtexture, shape, compliance, etc. However, the

H tc Interfam Evauto Although the haptic interfaces
available at present am quite limited in their capabilities,
they need to be evaluated from the perspective of human
perception. For example, a force-reflecting joystick

important connection between the loads imposed on the

anached to the floor can be called a grounded display.

skin surface within the regions of contact with objects and
the corresponding perception has only begun to be

whereas a force-reflecting exo-skeletal device attached to the
user's forearm would be an ungrounded display. (It would,
in fact, be grounded at the forearm). Tbe grounding choice
affects whether or not the user experiences throughout
his/her entire body the stresses induced by contact with a
virtual objecL The consequences of using an ungrounded
display to simulate contact forces which really stem from
grounded sources am not known and warrant investigation.
Furthernmore, the fidelity with which the tactual images
have to be displayed and the motor actions have to be
sensed by the interface depq ds on the task, stimulation of
other sensory modalities, and interaction between the
modalities, Experimenting with the available haptic
interfaces, in conjunction with visual and auditory
interfaces, helps to identify the necessary design
improvements.

&.

addhssed.
Needs
In order to enunciate the specifications for the design of
haptic interfaces, performance of the human haptic system
should be characterized. This includes the determination of
(a) the biomechanical properties of skin and subcutaneous
soft tissues that govern the mechanics of contact with the
interface; (b) the abilities of the human haptic system and
the strategies used by human subjects in performing haptic
tasks; and (c) evaluation of the effectiveness of haptic
interfaces. A major barrier to progress from the
perspectives of biomechanics, neuoscience and
psychophysics has been the lack of robotic stimulators
capable of delivering stimuli under sufficiently precise
motion and force controL

Recommendations
1. Development of a variety of computer-controlled
mechanical devices for either basic scientific
investigation of the human haptic system or to serve as

Biomechanical Inyestivationse The tight mechanical
coupling between the human skin and haptic interfaces
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prone to these problems.

haptic interfaces for virtual environments and
teleoperation should be encouraged. The biomechanical
and psychophysical research work detailed in the Needs
section above should be supported.

It can be expected, however, that sickness will be a
problem both in the early development stages of virtual
environments and once they have been perfected. In fact,
reports of motion s&ckuess are becoming commonplace. It
can be fully expected that as sickness brought about by low
resolution displays, visual lags, and improper force feedback
disappears because of technical improvements, sickness
will be more frequent because of the improved ability to
create virtual environments involving *vehicle" motions
which are naturally nauseogenic.

2. Research programs should be initiated to encourage
collaboration among engineers who am capable of
building high precision robotic devices and scientists
who can conduct biomechanical and perceptual
experiments with the devices,
3. Research programs should also be Wide ed to enable
collaboration among researchers working on visual,
auditory, and haptic interfaces, together with computer
specialists who can develop software capable of
synchronized handling of all the sensory and motor
modalities,

Nets
Motion sickness is going to be a highly significant
problem in virtual environments. Moreover, it must be
recognized that motion sickness is a complex syndrome.
Nausea and vomiting represent only one part of motion
sickness and often not the most crucial aspect of sickness.
Other symptoms include headache, dizziness, eye strain,
lethargy, and fatigue. Often a distinction is made between
"gut' and "head" symptoms.

Motion Sickness in Virtual Environments
Status
Human movement and locomotion involve a dynamic
sensory-motor adaptation to the IG background force of
Earth. Disruptions of this relationship, which depends on
correlations among patterns of sensory feedback from
vision, touch, somatosensation, proprioception, and the
semicircular canals and otolith organs of the labyrinth war.
motor information about ongoing movements, lead& - -A
variety of percepaial and motor erms and often motion
sickness as well. Errors and sickness persist u..dl
adaptation to the new situation is achieved. Different types
of rearrangements differ in terms of how difficult it is to
adapt to them and for some situations, adaptation cannot be
achieved. There also are great individual differences in
terms of susceptibility to motion sickness, ability to adapt,
rate of adaptation and retention of adaptation.

Under laboratory conditions, motion sickness is relatively
easy to recognize. Experimental studies of motion sickness
typically involve highly provocative test situations which
rarely last more than an hour or two. Thus, sickness is
expected and the personnel carrying out the experiments are
highly skilled in recognizing signs and symptoms of acute
motion sickness. Often die subjects an trained in
identifying the subjective concomitants of sickness as well.
Motion sickness is more difficult to recognize under
operational conditions. Such conditions tend to be less
provocative and to bring on initially more head symptoms
than gut ones. A sailor may not realize that his experience
of drowsiness is an early sign of developing motion
sickness. Highly motivated individuals may be able to
"tough out* head symptoms in order to complete a work
schedule, but ultimately the generation of work schedules
will be constrained.

Rearrangements can be of many types, including for
example, delays in feedback loops as encountered in flight
simulators or teleoperawor systems, various types of visual
or auditory position displacements, alterations of the
effective inertial mas of the head or body such as an
brought about by wearing headgear or a space suit, changes
in the motor commands necessary to achieve movement
such as in rotating environments or altered gravitoinertial
force fields. Artificial transport of the body in vehiclescars, trains, boats, aircraft, spaceships - leads to complex
alterations in sensory-motor control which typically elicit
performance rors and motion sickness until adaptation is
achieved. Interestingly, sickness also develops during
experienced motion of the body when the patterns of
feedback present during voluntary movements are
appropriate for the actual rather than experienced motion.
This highlights the fact that no general theory exists which
predicts which situations will be disruptive, nauseogenic, or
difficult to adapt to, or which individuals will be most

An attempt should be made to familiarize investigators in
the virtual environment area with the primary characteristics
of motion sickness. In addition, it would be useful for
records to be kept concerning the incidence and
characeristics of sickness encountered with different test
platforms. Other charateristics of the users, such as
motion sickness histories, should also be gathered. In all
likelihood research programs involving the experimental
evaluation of sickness with different types of dynamic
virtual environments will be necessary as well as programs
to study ways of enhancing the rate of acquiring adaptation
and of enhancing retention of adaptation. Relevant her
too, will be the assessment of the consequences of adapting
to virtual environments with regard to sensory-motor
performance on return to the normal environment. We
anticipate that functionally significant disruptions of
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performance will be associated with adaptation to dynamic
virtual environments. Their severity, as well as ways of
eliminating them, need to be addressed.

indicate significant benefits from the technology, existing
VE systems need to be generally more analytically
evaluated for specific utility.

Recommendations

VE development forces evaluation of assumpuonsibeter
design of tests and can force psychiological and
physiological theories to be more precisely stated and
integrated and can enable the asking of totally new
experimental questions.

1. The virtual environment community should be made
aware of the sensory-moor adaptation and motion
sickness problems to be expected presently because of
hardware limitations and in the future as better virtual
presence in nauseogenic environments is achieved.

Evaluation of Virtual Environments
2. Research programs should be initiated to evaluate the
incidence and severity of sickness associated with
different types of virtual environments.

Status and Needs
VE systems can be meaningfully evaluated only by
determining their effects on the human user. No other
measure matters. Rigorous, reliable and interpretable
measures of these effects require careful and exact control of
the stimulus and use of well-designed psychophysical
procedures. Although there is a strong well-established
tradition of sensory research that conforms to these
requirements, evaluation of VE systems presents demands
that cannot all be met by existing techniques. New

3. Research programs should be developed to assess the
kinds of sensory-motor adaptations and aftemeffects
associated with virtual environments.
Virtual Environments for Perception Research
Status

procedures must be developed.
Scientists using computer-generated stimuli and computerbased signal processing have been using the elements of
virtual er 'ironment technology for years as part of the
normal course of research. Computer processing, especially
graphics, is regularly used to synthesize sensory images and
present experimental stimuli Though the most obvious
presentations have involved visual stimuli, auditory, haptic,
and vestibular stimuli are also commonly presented.
Typically, these experimental applications are not focused
on synthesis of multisensory environments. They are,
however, necessarily carefully calibrated and often
automated for the conduct of an experiment. Digital signal
processing is also extensively used to filter and analyze
performance data (See Elkind, Card, and Hochberg, 1989).

Many of the well-developed experimental techniques focus
on the detection of small differences in the stimulus, e.g. in
contrast detection, spatial discriminations, motion detection
and discrimination and depth discriminations. Among the
psychophysical methods currently in use, those that use
high contrast stimuli are most likely to be generally useful.
Motion detection and velocity discrimination, for example,
may prove to be useful indicators of the perceptual stability
of the system. Similarly, size discrimination may prove to
be a useful indicator of the quality of the depth percept.
Also of interest is the veridicality of the simulated percept.
Subjective judgments of absolute size or depth may be
useful, but rating judgments are highly context-dependent.
They may miss substantial differences between real and
virtual environments because each is judged only relative to
itself. See-thiough head-mounted displays that permit
combination of virtual and real environments offer a means
of determining the veridicality of the simulation by direct
compaison to the real environment.

Virtual environment (VE) technology is inherently an
interdisciplinary field that will be likely to integrate the
previous scientific work in perception and manual control
(Ellis, 1991; Durlach et al, 1992). There is consequently a
great potential benefit from collaboration between
perceptual/motor researchers and interface developers. VE
can produce physically unrealizable stimulus environments
that are uniquely useful for testing theories of perception
and manual control, but good/standard calibration
techniques are needed to avoid unwitting investigation of
display artifacts.

However useful these techniques, none addresses directly the
question of how demanding the system is to use.
Psychophysical experiments ame marked by a strong
restriction of task and stimuli. Virtual environments, on
the other hand, typically present complex stimuli to
observers who make complex judgments. Breaking these
complexities down into simple components that ae
amenable to traditional psychophysical evaluation cannot
answer many of the most important questions about the
value of the virtuml environment because performance
depends on how information is acquired in the face of the

Needs
The natural course of this research will require the
development of appropriate evaluation metrics and
calibration procedures to be suggested for use by VE system
develoes Though anecdotes from successful users
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complexity.

used in other areas of experimental psychology, e.g., in
memory research, may be usefully adopted here.

On the other hand, use of complex stimuli can make
interpretation of the data difficult. The observer may use

Recommendation

stimulus cues other than the one being manipulated

0

Research should be conducted on the development of
psychophysical techniques that measure the level of effort
required to achieve a given level of performance, that relate
performance on simple tasks with performance in a multitask situation, and that operate in a systematic and well.
defined manner with complex stimulus contexts.

intentionally. This problem can be avoided by
manipulating only a single localized feature and letting the
rest of the stimulus serve as context. In that case, a large
number of different contexts or environments must be used
to prevent the observer from learning to ignore the context.
Use of multiple varied contexts inevitably adds noise to the
measured response, requiring more trial which requires
more contexts, etc. Soon the number of images to be

0
Human-Computer Software Interface

IV.

stored becomes large enough to be problematical.

Restricting the contexts to a class that is appropriate to a
single application reduces the variability at the cost of
generality. Techniques need to be developed for
systematically generating and describing contexts to be used
in well controlled studies. A generally accessible library of
contexts might add order to this pursuit.

Status
The interaction techniques for virtual environments have yet
to be extensively explored. There are several design
principles which are likely candidates for stracmunng VE
interface metaphors, such as:
-natural behavior as an interaction principle
-rapid prototyping for design space exploration
.knowledge-based agents for interactive guidance
*respect for the physiological context of the physical
body in VE design
-supernormal capabilities as a metaphor for sensory
remapping

At least as important as stimulus complexity is the
problem of task complexity. The accuracy with which an
observer can perform a single task tells us little about the
resources required to support that performance. For virtual
environments to be useful, they cannot place unreasonable
demands on the user. If it is difficult or taxing for the
observer to collect each desired piece of information, the
system may not enhance performance of complex tasks.
The information presented in the VE must not only be
available, it must be easily available.

These principles are suggestive, but need to be evaluated in
task specific application domains.
Curent difficulties in the design and construction of virtual
worlds include:

Most psychophysical methods do not deal with this aspect
of the problem. Some that do exploit the temporal
dimension. Reaction times may be useful indicamt of the
difficulty of a task. This measure has the notable advantage
that the task being studied need not be limited to detecting
barely discriminable stimulus differences. The major
disadvantage to this technique is the need to handle speedaccuracy tradeoffs. Another approach is to limit the
exposure time of the stimulus. This avoids the problem of
speed-accuracy Wadeoffs, and can result in a nomre systematic
representation of the speed of processing. The major
weakness of the approach is that for all but contrast
detection tasks, a masking stimulus must be presented at
termination of the stimulus to stop further processing.
Choice of an effective mask is often difficult aid because
one cannot know whether a given mask is completely
effective for a given stimulus, comparison of effects across
stimuli is never wholly convincing. Improvements in
these techniques and/or creatim of new techniques that
make use of the temporal dimension to assess task
difficulty would be helpful.

-ineffective software, particularly for programming
dynamics and interactivityt,
acomplex hardware configurations and especially
h
Waency;.
oworld modeling and maintenance (version control on
worlds is complex);
-no theory of world constirction;
-physical literalism (assuming the virtual world is like
the physical);
-naive models of interaction in a virtual environment;
and
*failure of intuition (physical solutions are not virtual
solutions).
Curren reseach challenges include:
-developing software operating systems which facilitate
effective. inclusive, real-time interaction, multiple
participant, multiple sensory, high bandwidth, low
latency VEs;
-determining which aspects of the 2D WIMP and
desktop metaphors are generalizable to higher
dimensional virtual worlds;-

Mom generally, we need to develop ways to assess behavior
when the observer is performing more complex tasks, e.g.,
when he is performing several simple tasks simultaneously
or in rapid alternation. Some techniques that have been
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-tools that can be used for interaction and construction
both inside the VE and outside on a monitor
viewing the VE.

-identifying the core of generic virtual world design
tools and application independent interaction
techniques;
'integration of multidisciplinay teams to address
human, software, and hardware interactions,
including design and analysis of experiments; and
-bringing multidisciplinary knowledge to the
construction of VEs, including work from
database, data fusion, networking, human factors,
computer supported collaborative work, and
artificial intelligence communities.

Recommendaoions
Since VE design and interaction is in its infancy, these
recommendations are focused on generic rather than specific
goal!
1. Isolating and evaluating application-independent

interaction techniques and metaphors. Researchers
should focus on the development of new metaphors for

Needs

VEs and the identification of reusable, applicationindependent interface components, specifically those

The most pressing needs are:

which can be encapsulated in software and distributed.
One specific area with high potential is the use of
voice input as a parallel input modality.

-software for design of and interaction with virtual
worlds that is modular, flexible, and abstract,

particularly interpreted languages for rapid
While some of this evaluation will be extensive
research centered on the human's capabilities, some of
it will be rapid, less formal evaluation to help interface
designers choose between conflicting alternatives. In
one sense, these different objectives underscore the
differences between basic science and engineering. We

prototyping;
-software operating systems and infrastructure to
support world design, construction, and
interaction, particularly software which reduces
latency;
-metaphors which guide the exploration and

protocying of particular tools and techniques for
use in VEs;

explicitly suggest that NSF recognize the contributions
made by evaluations made at various levels of

'measurement techniques and theoies for identifying
differential effects of world designs on the sense of
pres=ce
'measurement techniques for identifying resource
expenditure, cognitive load, transfer of learning,
adaptation effects, and -ther performance
parameters of different configuration of VEs; and

certainty. Fred Brooks refers to these as certainty
shells, including findings, observations, and rules-ofthumb. This research needs to integrate the diverse
skills and styles of multidisciplinary teams.
2. Software capitalization - NSF should support a
software clearinghouse for code sharing, reuse, and

'task-specific evaluation of software tools.

software capitalization. The cost of having each VE
laboratory develop its own inrasuctire is prohibitive
to the effective conduct of researchi We encourage
support of world building and maintenance tools, to
enable version control, composition of components
developed by different design groups (tool portability),
ease of customization and configurability, and
expressability.

Secondary, less general, needs include the development of:
'navigation techniques for high dimensional data and
displays;
'location and movement techniques and software tools;
'manipulation techniques and software tools;
-event history, filtering, and recording tools;
'behavioral and dynamic models for determining the
dispositions of objects;
'specification languages for world dynamics;
'editing tools for objects and for environmental spaces,
including models of inter-object communication,
process management, and composition rules;
'a design theory of sensory presentation modes (which
sensory suites are best for conveying which
tasks?);
'languages and grammars for describing world
interactions;
'the virtual body, mapping tools for connecting sensors
on the physical body to an accurate physiological
model in software, and in turn, to the virtual
object being used as a body in the VE; and

3. Measurement techniques to determine the quality of VEs
We will need to develop metrics to guide the
exploration of VE tools, techniques, and metaphors.
The quality of a VE is likely to be related to specific
tasks, physiological comfort, cognitive and perceptual
load, resource expenditure, intuitiveness of tools and
interactions, ease of reconfiguration, transfer and
adaptation effects, and even individual diffeences and
preferences. In this regard, our final, concrete
recommendation is that NSF help forge interdisciplinary collaborations, especially between
computer scientists and psychologists.
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e the vsuW preritation of the environmnet, but it is
Abo ised in
puxmW atid Lac ik toedback
pron
prX

Software

In a VE applicautin there nma) be mulupic
use tor the
same Iajpphcatn. The user could have ddfawt rxxxi or
be pedoinwg diffcrent iasks, whtch would result in a
dAffenUi view of the model for each usr In adibuon, each
Chu di tme a ddkieu
user may have persxW ptmcrcftu
view of the model. The modehng software mo6 be able to
support the dfterem views of the users.

The cost effective development of vurtal enviroments *Al
require a new generation of software toolsk These tools
must support the special hardware devices that anm used in
virtual environments and the design of the cnvu-ownents
themselves.
A number of softwar tools have been developed to support
the production of virtual environments. These tools can be
divided into two broad group based on wiether they ae
commercial products or the reult of a reseah proCL

There ame a appliaos whete multiple usm may be in
lt•e same uWit This Lmphes Ow
the same nvumnme
Each use mus
among the use
shated
be
t model must
have a consistent view of me appl•aion (which may
depend upon how the model S viewed). Them must be
up-4o-m &Wat the
m
methodx (forkeeping ts
am time alw the lis to modify ndiviual copies of
the Model

Mlost of the commercial products support a particular
hardware configuanon that is sold by the software vendor.
They provide a basic level of software support for the
vendor's hardware and allow for the development of simple
virtual envronments. Most of these tools pirovde basic
support for the hardware devices and limited support for the
development of the virtual evronments themselves.

The model will be used to drive wvrý l ddifrrtrn meWa such
as Vartcs aMd soun The model must conan the
informatin required by all of dww mediLa plus the
inforinnm requwrd to synchronize their presentatio This
it not As mpie M evmnt ) two media ocinrmS at the
saw tWe. For example. in the cme of hghtning. the
n of the bglihtn• mgt occur before Its
visual a
sound Isproduct& This problem also occurs in mulamedi" sysat=

The research software tools tend to be more genral. since
there is no mandate to suppxot a paticular hrdw*r
platform. These tools support a range of ha•dware
configurations, which facilitates the sharing of research
results and the resultng program code. Again, mou J
these tools only address the device support issues, but in a
hardware independent manner. Some tools we beginning ;o
be developed for supporting the producin of virMJ
environments, in addition to supporting the basic hardww,'
One of the major advantages of this group of software ot
is that they allow new researchers to quickly enter the field
in a cost effective manner, since they ae fteely disibuted
and will likely support whatever hardware configuration the
researcher has available,

Objects in a VE may corupond to obts tat ocur in the
real wold. When thi happens. we expect fth objects to
behave in the same way as real worid objects beihave. In
other words, they must follow th traditiuoal Laws of
When an object is dropped. it should fall until it
ph)ysi
teaches the ground- It stiouldn't be possible for objects to
pas through each odher. In order to getthese effects we
need to be able to model a least pan of physics. This
includes the familiar Laws of motion and the abilty to
detect collision between objects. These tchmiques must
perform in real-time, so they can be incorporated into the
fCIa provided by the eironment

Needs
Moelng. Modeling is the key software issue at the
vresent time. The modeling problem is not unique to
virtual environments, but it is crucial to the success of
many VE applications. In many VE applications, there is a
tight connection between the user and the underlying model.
The user must be able to move through the model, inract
with the objects in die model, and change the model
interactively. The development of good modeling tools
will facilitate the development of new applications and the
development of new techniques.

of di bjcts in the VE mug be abe to mwid to
S
the usees scuoms and the actions of oduhr objecti There
should be ways of specifying this behavior and assignng
these behaviors to the objects in the model. Some of the
e rment may &Wo have autionous
object im henv
behaviors, such as walking. This will rnvolvev t ractons
betwe the objects and simulaied time within the
envircnent. Ther is some overlap between the
ft "pe requir4 hed and the tectniques don we being
developed in computer aunmation and simulation.

In this report, modeling refers to the data structure that am
used to record the geometrical information for the
environment. This information includes the shape of the
objects in the environment, their moving panis and physicul
properties, and the behaviors that they can perform (how
they interact with other objects in the environment and
with the user). This information is not only used to

One of the ises in modeling for VE is whether t
modeling should be done inside or outside of Ute
Them ar clear advantages to both
m
en
app••aches. Modeling in the environment gives the
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designer a good view of what the use will see when he or
she is in the environment. Modeling outside the
environment allows the designer to use multiple views of
the --nvironmen ind draw upon the modeling techniques
du. nave been uyveloped over the past few decades.

models and new models as they am developed, cataloguing
the set of models and distributing them to researchers on
request. All of this should be performed over the existing
computer networks to guarantee the widest distribution of
the models.

Current inside-the-environment modeling systems are not as
good as the outside-the-environment ones. There are two
main reasons for this. First, the I/O devices used in VE are
not a, well developed as the devices used in traditional
interactive computer graphics. For example. head-mounted
displays have a much lower resolution than CRT monitors,
and most 3D tracking technologies have higher noise levels
than 2D devicme Second, the design techniques used in the
outside-the-environment modeers have been developed over
the past few decades, while ther has been very litt
e -erience with inside-the-envrirnment modelers. Ther
should be an effort to develop design techniques for insidethe-environment modelers.

Therm is a need for certain real-time functionality in VE
systems. In particular, there is a need for low latency in the
processing of requests, the ability to assign priorities to
processes, and the management of time. Real-time
operating systems exist that meet these requirements, but
researchers haven't been willing to use them. since they
would need to give up the facilities that ae provided by
existing main-line operating systems, such as UNIX. As a
result, we would like to see these real-time facilities added
to UNIX.
Our Anunadon is not to diectly fund this work under
the VE initiative but to encourage other groups to fund this
effort under larger projects that am also be interested in this
technology. In particular, the high performance computing
initiative should be encouraged to fund this work. Other
areas that would benefit from this work include robotics and
real-time simulation.

One of the main problems with large models is navigating
in them. In 2D applications, overview maps of the model
can be presented in separate scree windows, but similar
techniques haven't been developed for 3D environments. It
has been suggested that the environment can be scaled in
order to give an overview of it. This will only work if
detail can be culled from the model when it is scaled, In
order to do this effectively, the model must be constructed
in such a way that it is easy to identify the details and the
important components of the modeL The model should
provide assistance a, the navigatn process.
i a2.

Recommenda•oas
1. The development of new modeling tools that rreet the
reqUiwmerzs of model constrution for virtuai
environments should be supported.
A facility for sharing existing and new modeL- should be
established. This will involve both the development of
swx*tts for model interchange., and the establishment
of one or more sites where the models will be
maintained.

Modeling is currently a time-consuming process. We need
better tools to support this task, particularly modeling tools
for VE applications. Reasonable modeling tools have been
developed for other domains, most notably computer-aided
design and product design. The objects in both of these
domains are static, and thus these tools dont address the
complete range of VE modeling requirements. An effort
should be made to develop better modeling tools that
address the problems of VE modeling. The development of
these tools will assist in other domý..s that make heavy
use of modeling.

3. Support the development of inside-the-envirment
modeling tools. These tools need to be developed to
the point where their effectiveness can be evaluated.

VL

Since the production of good models currntly requires a
considerable amount of effort, ther should be some
mechanism for sharing the existing models. Thee are twe
aspects to this sharing. First is the determination of a
standard format for encoding and transmitting the models,
Them are numerow formats that have been developed for
the interchange of graphical informnatioL One of these
formats may be suitable for this purpose, or a new format
may need to be developed. The format that is used should
be able to encode all the modeling information, including
hierarhical structmt, physical properties of the objects,
sound and behavior. Second, them should be one or more
sites tat store, maintain and distribute these models.
These sites would be responsible for collecting the existing

Hardware

Hardwe for virtual environments is an area of rapid
progress, for several reasons. Much of the technology has
other applications outside of VE, in areas such as robotics,
enmternment and instrumentation. Areas such as high
definition display devices we being driven by the general
muicernet of semiconductor design and fabrication.
Nevertheless, a substantial number of "show stoppers" for
VE can be found in hardware. For instance, without some
breakroughs in the bi-mechanical engineering of hapuic
(force and touch feedback) devices, many of the envisioned
applications of VE will remain science fiction.
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We will explore the following hardware categories: tracking
systems, haptic systems, image generators, visual display
devices, audio systems and speech input systems.

available.
5. Optical systems such as the Optooack 3000 and the
Selspot II determine position of targets via
triangulation techniques from cameras at known
locations. They determine orientation by observing
multiple targets. Without large separations between
targets, fine measurement of orientation is very
difficulL These systems provide only a small working
volume (I meter cube) and are susceptible to line of
sight occlusion.

Tracking Systems:
This section concerns techniques for determining the
location and orientation of the user's head, hands and
ultimately of any real-world object of interest to the VE
user.
Status.
Five categories of devices exist:

Optical systems such as the experimental tracker at
UNC mount the cameras on the head and observe
targets at fixed locations on the ceiling. This system
determines both position and orientation directly and
may be extended to cover arbitrary areas but must
maintain line of sight and isn't directly suitable for
tracking the hands.

1. Magnetic systems, typified by the Polhemus and
Ascension trackers, use magnetic fields emitted by
small antennas and detected by one or more receiving
antennas. They are unreliable in the presence of metal
objects. Today's systems have a range of less than Im
from the emitter, multiple-emitter solutions are
possible.

0

Needs.

Latencies (time from initiation of a motion until the
new data arrives at the host computer via a parallel
link) in current systems are on the order of 50 mrsec,
Rumored improvements may bring this down to 5
msec within a year. Current systems can achieve
resolutions of approximately 1mm and 0.03 degrees,
and accuracies of approximately 3mm and 0.1
degrees.A wireless version of a magnetic tracker would
be technically difficult.

To support most goals currently under consideration, a
position sensor would need to have these characteristics:
wireless operation
-ability to track multiple users in same space without
imerference
-range of up to 10m x 10m x 5m with reference to a
base unit, perhaps the suze of a briefcase;
-no wide-aea anterna, ceiling or sensor field required
-latency under 5 msec
resolution of I mm and 0.01 degree
-accuacy of I mm and .01 degree in registered seethrough applications, I cm and 0.1 degree in nonregistered applications.
*sampling rate >- 60 Hz
.direct sensing of state AND derivatives

2. Acoustic systems, typified by the Logitech Mouse, use
ultrasonic pulses. Range and latency are approximately
the same as today's magnetic devices, without
susceptibility to magnetic interference. They are
susceptible to line-of-sight occlusion, e. g. by the arm
of the user. Wireless versions are feasible, Ultimate
latency is limited by the speed of sound (about 0.3
m/lmrec). Accuracy is limited by variations of the speed
of sound with changes in air density.

The private sector is making progress towards better
tracking systems for VE though the technology hasn't
changed significantly for more than 10 years.

3. Inertial systems have formerly been bulky, expensive,
and had too much drift. Advances in micrmnachines
show promise of producing small, inexpensive
accelerometers and rate gyros that have sufficient
sensitivity to allow tracking via dead reckoning for
short periods. Wireless operation would be feasible.
These devices are not yet commercially available.

Recommendations.
•
1. Inertial tracking systems are pime for research activity
now because of recent advances in
and gyms.
2. Inertial adjuncts to other tracking methods for sensing of
motion derivatives is also a needed research activity.

4. Among mechanical systems, the BOOM
Fake Space Labs uses a rigid framework both to
support the viewing device and measure position and
orientation, with a reported accuracy of 4mm and 0.1
degree resolution at each joint. Because, unlike the
magnetic and acoustical devices, no averaging is
required, the latency is very small - under I mrsec.
Low-cost, non-load-bearing mechanical uackers are also

3. Research into tracking technologies that allow large
working volumes in outside spaces should be
encouraged
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stimuli applied as two dimensional fields to the skin.
Pain is the report of a physiological limit's being
reached or exceeded. "Dliberaze synaesthesia" would
use a small vibrating stimulator or small shock (rather
than pain) to report that a 'virtual limb" or
teleoperation actuator device has reached its limit.

Haptic Systems:
This section concerns devices which provide the illusion of
manual exploration or manipulation of objects in virtual
worlds. These devices employ human tactile, kinesthetic
and motor systems for interaction with the virtual
environment. They perform some or all of two basic
functions:

Needs.

1. measurement of the positions and forces (and time
derivatives) of the users hand and/or other body parts to
be used as control inputs to VE, and

Mechanical stability is important. Force feedback systems
need to have vibration rigorously controlled, probably to
less than a few microns amplitude, to prevent false cues.
Forces on the order of 10 Newtons am needed, with 10 bit
resolution. With respect to force distributions, a spatial
density exceeding I mm/taxel and a temporal resolution
approaching I kHz am needed.

2. display of forces and positions and/or their spatial and
temporal distributions to the user.
Status. Four areas of work are of interest

Recommendations.
1. Hand position/joint angle measurement Instrmnented
wands, joysticks, gloves and exoskeletmo that measure
hand position/joint angles are available in the market.
The major problems are the intrusion the user feels
while wearing, say, an exoskeleton, and the everpresent need for improvements in resolutions and
ranges.

1. Support basic biomechanical and psycho-physical
research on human haptic senses.
2. Support development of interactive force reflecting
devices, and devices to distribute forces spatially and
temporally within each of the (possibly multiple)
Contact regions.

2. Application of forces and torques: Exoskeletms attempt
to both measure hand/anm joint angles and to load these

Image Generators

joints with feedback torques around the joint by
applying forces at the contact regions. With inputs
from research into the teleoperntion of robots, some
progress has been made on the exoskeletal problem,

Status.
The computer graphics industry is rapidly improving its

polygon, lighting models and texture rendering capability,
and the cost of visual systems continues to drop at a rate
>50%/yr for constant performance.. The principal deficit for

but the systems are heavy, expensive, clumsy and
unreliable. The computational problem of
compensating for the mass of the control arm is

substantial.

VE applications concerns latency - the delay between a
change to the visual database or viewing parameters and a
change in the display.

Simulator motion bases represent the most mature
component of this sub-area. The art of providing
sustained forces to the subject's whole body through a
pilot's seat is well understood. The principal
limitations ane that the average acceleration provided by
a terrestrial motion base must always be at least 1g,
and that sustained accelerations greater than lg are
achievable only in centrifuges, which induce other
severe problems such as coriolis effects.

The latency of fast workstations such as Silicon Graphics
produts is one frame interval (33ms for 30Hz update rate)
to compute the image in the offscreen buffer, plus one
refresh interval (14ms at 72Hz refresh). The drive in the
private sector towards higher through-put will not
automatically solve the latency problem, as pipelined
architectures will probably continue to be used. The VE
community needs lower latency even at the expense of
polygon through-put.

3. Tactile Displays. These are two dimensional fields of
force applied to the skin, to simulate touching. Both
normal and shear forces ae necessary to smulate
general sensations of touch. The simulation of
different coefficients of friction (for various materials
and skin conditions: wet, dry, oily) is problematic. A
few standalone demonstrations of tactile displays have
been built.

Needs.
Most graphics users do not need low latency (at the levels
required by VE), and so most graphics architectures are
deeply pipelined. Research in conwuter architectum is
needed to explore ways to reduce waaency.

4. Other stimulus distributions. Thes include thermal,
several kinds of pain, and possible direct electrical

There is no good dama on the threshold for perception of
latency; research is needed. Simulator sickness studies on
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Recommendatiwn

the effect of latency have generally explored the domain
between 100 and 300 msec, because of limitations in the
imaging systems in use.

1. NSF should primarily support pilot projects that offer
potential for order of magnitude improvement in
resolution, brightness and speed.

One way to determine this threshold would be with the use
of a panoramic buffer. A pre-stored scene would be
"panned" in response to head tracking information. The
inherent latency of an NTSC display device is around 16
ms; in order to beat that rate, "racing the beam" would be
necessary (i. e. the generation of scan lines immediately
before their rendering, based on most current geometry).

2. NSF should also investigate display techniques that may
offer decreases in latency and to characterize problems
with display phenomena such as frame sequential color.
A
Audio
Systems:

The lowest latency VE systems likely to be built in the
near future will still have delays from user motion to visual
output that cause significant errs in registered see-through
systems and perceptual/sickness effects in all VE systems.

Status

5Dtl9aI.glwn Briefly, the approach is to synthesize

-

Recommendations,

due-dimensioal sound cues over headphones

using very high-speed digital signal processing devices (see
Wenzel, 1992). In general, the synthesis technique
involves the digital generation of stimuli using HeadRelated Transfer Functions (HRTFs) measumred in the ear
canals of individual subjects or artificial heads for a large
nunber of real soure (loudspeakers) locations (e.g.,
Wightman & Kistler, 1989). In most current systems
(e.g., the Convolvotron), from one to four moving or
static sources can be simulated (with varying degrees of
fidelity) in a head-stable, anechoic environment by
convolution of arbitrary signals with HRTF-based filters
chosen according to the output of a head-tracking device.
Motion trajectories and static locations at greater
resolutions thn the empirical data am generally simulated
by linear interpolation between the measured impulse
responses. Also, in some systems, a simple distance cue
can be provided via real-time scaling of amplitude.

I. Research into low latency rendering architectures should
be encowagad
2. Research into software techniques for motion prediction
to overcome inherent system latencies and the errors
they produce in registered see-through applications is
needed.
Visual Display Devices
Status.
Commercially available LCD displays are presently in the
range of 200 x 300 pixels (consisting of a color triad),
DARPA is funding development of a true 640 x 512
electroluminescent, and also a color LCD system consisting
of color quads (1280 x 1024 in monochrome). The displays
are to be ready within 2 years.

N
The ideal synthesis device would be able
to flexibly generate the entire continuum of nonspeech
sounds described earlier as well as be able to continuously
modulate vaious acoustic parameters associated with these
sounds in real-time. Current devices available for
generating nonspeech sounds am hased almost exclusively
on MIDI (Musical Inarument Digital Interface) technology
and tend to fall into two general categories; "samplers%,
which digitally store sounds for later real-time playbackw
and "synthesizers", which rely on analog or digital sound
generation techniques originally developed for imitating
musical instruments. With samplers, many different
sounds can be reproduced (nearly) exactly, but substantial
effort and storage media am required for accuraely prerecording sounds and there is usually limited real-time
control of acoustic pm ,meters. Synthesizers are more
flexible in the type of ral-time control available but less
general in terms of the variety of sound qualities that can
be generated. A potential disadvantage of both is that they
are not specifically designed for the generaon and control
of sounds for information display and tend to require that

DARPA is also funding the development of a reflective
system using very small deformable mirrors around 10*'6
moving mirrors. The device will have high speed (10
microsec) and power capabilities because all energy is
reflected, not absorbed. Can be used with color by triplex or
field seq color.
Optics for head mounted displays are available, but am
heavy and expensive. Because the images in VE are totally
synthetic, it is possible to perform some transformations
(such as corrction of some kinds of chrmatic aberration)
in software which formerly required optical methods.

1024 x 1024. color, 60 Hz or faster, in 1" square
packaging; lightweight, large visual field optics,

0

0

the user have specialized knowledge of musical/productio
techniques
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1. Can the given application be accomplished with VE
technology? Many applications are currently beyond
the stalte of the art.
2. If the application can be accomplished, will itprove
superior to other technologies for accomplishing the
same task?

Needs
Any generally useful audio hardware system must sample
its inputs with at least 16 bits of resolution and 40 to 50
khz sampling rate. To perform the spatial sythesis
functions described in the Status section, a co:.;putational
rate of about 300 MIPs is required. Additional
computational power will probably be needed to implement
more complex environmental models as well as the reitime generation and control of nonspeech audio cues.

While the promise of VE technology has been widely
acknowledged, there am very few production-quality
applications that are used regularly to solve real-world
problems. Many desired applications have requirements
which are currently beyond state of the ar. For those that
am feasible, it remains to be shown that VE provides a
superior solution.

Recommendadions:
This seems to be an area where the technology has arrived
at a puicefrformarncelevel which can support rapid
progress. Research should now be funded primarily to
improve models of perception and techniques for generating
acoustical models of the environment and of environmental
sounds (acoustical "objects'), rather than for extensive
hardware developmenL However, while not the primary
emphasis, some new hardware development will probably
be required to accommodate more elaborate and efficient
models of complex environments as they develop.

Compared to computer models displayed via conventional
screen-bound interactive C(thwugh-the-window") graphics.
VE offers
-total immersion in the computer model,
'kinesthetic, intuitive viewpoint change, and
-direct manipulation in 3-D.
Thus, one would expect to be able to show comparative
superiority in simple applications that exploit these
advantages.
These comparative advantages promise an order of
magnitude better illusion for the user, thus greater
involvement of the user with the task. This promise alone
has been the driving force for development of VE
technology in the past. With the exception of vehicle
simulamors and enterainment, most current applications of
VE have been developed for driving and testing the
technology rather tham to accomplish ends related to the
applications.

Speech Input:
Status
Inexpensive devices ame now available which, with
reasonable reliability, can recognize individual words from
the speaker who trained the system. Speaker-independent
methods are achieving some acceptance.
Needs:

The following application areas stand to gain significantly
from developments in VE technology:

Many selection tasks would be better mediated by voice
than by pointing, given the unsatisfactory state of visual
pointing in 3D. As the technology of sjeech recognition
improves, textual input in some situations could move
from keyboard to voice, which will impact VE-based
database activities and other information accessing tasks.

I. Data or Model Visualization:
Scientific visualization techniques we widely accepted
as a means for extracting understanding from large data
spaces When VE technologies me coupled with
existing visualization systems, dhe user will experience
a fundamental paradigm shift in interacting with the
data or model. Stereoscopic imaging combined with
intuitive control over point of view frees the user to
concentrate on the data rather than the computer
interface. The hincoaton of other senses into the
"display" potentially offers a mechanism for cor, lation
of data features through non-visual means.

Recommendations:
Support would be appropriate for projects which explore the
integration of voice input into the VE user interface.
Hardware devekpment isprobably not needed.
VII.

Applications

Augmentation is an extension of data visuaýl:
The image presented to the user is a combination of a
computer-generated image and the view of the real
world around the user.

Status
For VE systems and technologies with respect to particular
applications, there am two basic questions:
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installed in major theme-parks. One can only expect to
see this market expand in the future as public exposure
grows.

2. Designing and Planning:
A primary characteristic of design activities is the
iterative analyze-refWe cycle which takes place as the
model evolves. Any method which aids the designer
during this process will improve the entire activity.
Because a strength of VE is the capability for direct
manipulation of objects within the virtual space,

7. Artistic Applications
Artists are often the first individuals to explore new
media and technologies. The basic activity of an artist

design activities should benefit greatly from this

is creating space - whether physical, mental, visual,

technology. Existing applications for architectural
design and sugical planning attest to the benefits of

or emotional. As VE technology becomes mom
widely accessible, it is reasonable to expect that artists

will begin to explore the unique possibilities for

VE technology.

expressio

that virtual environments offer.

3. Education and Training.
8. Communication and Collaboration
Computer models of real-world systems can be
presented through a virtual environment. Given that
the appropriate level of fidelity can be provided, tie
user can interact with the virtual system as though it
were the real thing. In this context, the educational
implications of this technology are immediately
obvious. In addition to simply portraying the real
world, the rules governing a virtual world can be altered
to allow the user to experience and learn from alternate
"realities*. In this way, the effect and importance of
various physical parameters can be studied, and the
educational focus can be on cognitive skills rather than
the specifics of a particular environmet.

Virtual environments coupled with high-speed
networks and distributed computation provide a
common neutral space where communication,
negotiation, and collaboration can take place. The
ability for two or more people in separate locations to
meet inside a virtual space and work toward a conmon
goal has the potential to revolutionize the way
collaborative work is done.
Needs
To dae, most of the major deficiencies of VE have been
demonstrated by ex
with various applications.

4. Teleoperations:

Thes defiiecies e not specific to the applications but to
VE can be applied to situations where an environment
is too hazardous for a human, but a tele-semnor/operaor
may enter. As an example, the exploration of the
sunken Titanic was accomplished primarily through
teleoperations. Although the interface was not called
'yE,' this is an obvious extension. (Although it is an
interesting problem; research into the robotic
teleoperators is beyond the scope of VE research. VE
research should focus on the interface between the
human and the computer model, not on the modelworld interface.)

VE technology. They include:
1. Hardwae, software, and interfaceisses
These have been discussed in detail in an earlier portion
of the report.
2. Model engineering.
Many researchers have found that building a reasonably
detailed model for a non-trivial object (i.e., a house)
takes an inordinate amount of effort (perhaps a manyear). The need for improvement is obvious.

5. Psychological Test Beds:

3. Psychological measurement techniques and metrics.
Measuring the possible superiority of VE technology
often involves measuring human cognitive
performance. This type of mearement is extremely
difficult.

VEs cam produce physically unrealizable stimulus
environments that ae uniquely useful for testing
theories of human perception and manual control. This

includes researc.h into visual, auditory, and haptic
sensory stimuli, and its effects, both short-term and
long-te&m, on the user of a VE.

4. Simulator sickness.

Experience with space flight suggests that the more

6. Entertainment and Artistic applications

realistic VE becomes and the longer people spend
immersed in a VE, the mome people in VE's may
experience various physical reactions, commonly
known as simulator sickness. This phenomenon is
also discussed in an earlier portion of the report.

Given the amount of public and media interest in VE
technology, there is an eo.onomic potential for
entertainment which bills itself as "viruml reality",
There are existing applications of this type currently
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Cambriase, MA: MIT Press.
Recommendations

Buxton, W., Gaver, W., & Bly, S. (1989). The use of nonspeech audio at the interface. (Tutorial No. 10). Presented at
CH1h9, ACM Conference on Human Factors in
Computing Systems, New York: ACM Pres.

1. Researchers in VE should look toward applications
which promote measuremenL NSF should encourage
applications which provide discriminatory power to
evalute VE technology versus 'through the window'
ineractive graphics and other similar technologies.

Durlach, N. I. (1991) Auditory localization in teleoperator
and virtual environment systems: Ideas, issues, and
problems. Perception,20, 543-554.

2. Widespread development of VE applications we
dependent on the availability of a stable and robust
software infrastrctue. NSF should address the issue
of making such a software environment available as
new developers enter the field. The alternative is to
require each new site to waste valuable time
"reinventing the wheel".

Durlach, N.I., Pew, R.W., Aviles, W.A., DiZio, P.A.. and
Zeltzer, D.L. (Eds.) (1992). Virtual FEnvironnment
Technology for Training (VETT). The Virtual
Environment and Teleoperazor Research Consortium
(VETREC). Bolt, Beranek, and Newman Report 7661.
Cutting, James E. (1986) Perception with an eye for
motion. Cambridge, MA. MIT Press.

2. NSF funding should be directed toward applications
which solve real-world problems. VE applications
must move beyond simple demonstrations of
technology and begin to solve problems for people
where they ame.

Elkind, Jerome 1., Card, Stuart K.. Hochberg. Julian, and
Huey, Beverly M. (1989) Human performance models for
computer-aided engineering. Washington D.C. National
Academy Press.

3. If VE applications ame to be taken seriously, the causes
and effects of sickness from virtual environments must
be well understood. To this end, research into
"simulator sickness" should be slpwed VE also
seems to be an excellent platform for related and
unrelated psychological/physiological measurements.

Ellis, Stephen R. (1991) The nature and origin of virtual
environments: a bibliographical essay. Computer Systems
in Engineering,2, 4, 321-47.
Ellis, Stephen R., Kaiser, Mary K., and Grunwald, Arthur
J.(eds) (1991). Pictorial communication in virtual and real
enviuonments, Taylor and Francis, Londond Bristol, NJ.

4. Interpersonal Interaction as facilitated by VE. Can use
of VEs to communicate between people appoach the
level of communication we currently experience in
person, or in a group? NSF funding should support
research toward resolving these questions.

Foster, S.H., Wenzel, E.M, and Taylor, R.M. (1991)
Real- time synthesis of complex acoustic environments.
Proceedingsof the IEEE Workshop on Applications of
Signal Processing to Audio and Acoustics. New Paltz,
NY.

5. Researchers should begin work on the probable impact
of VE technology on society: Will VEs change the
way we work (telecommutng/teleconferencing)? Will
they modify our interpersonal interactions? As the
technology becomes more readily available, how will
society react?

Howard, lan (1982) Human visual orientation, Wiley, New
York.
Lackner, JR. Some aspects of sensory-motor control and
adaptitson in man. In: R.D. Walk and H.L. Pick, Jr.
(Eds.). Inersensory Perception and Sensory Integration,
New York, Plenum, 143-173, 1981.
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to each variable. The most useful taxonomies generally
have fewer than 100 boxes. With more boxes it is difficult
to think about each one separately. Some useful
taxonomies have only a few boxes; as few as four are
sometimes useful. The desire to limit the number of boxes
limits the number of values permitted to each variable. Of
course if there are more variables, each must be permitted
fewer values. A useful discrete variable usually provides 25 values; a useful continuous variable generally
approximates continuity with small, medium, and large.

Patterson, R. R. (1982). Guidelines for Auditory Warning
Systems on Civil Aircraft. (Paper No. 82017). London:
Civil Aviation Authority.
Treisman, A. (1985) Preattentive processing in vision.
Computer Vision, Graphics, and Image Processing, 31
156-177.
Warren William, H., Jr., Mestre, Daniel R., Blackwell,
Arshavir W., and Morris, Michael W. (1991) Perception of
circular heading from optical flow. Journal of Experimental
Psychology, 17, 28-43.

There are two parts of building a taxonomy that make
building it interesting. First there is the selection of axes
and values along them. In forming the axes, one is forced
to think of orthogonal dimensions. Which variables are
related and which are independenL It often happens that as
the taxonomy takes shape one rinds that the variables
chosen are not really independent. For example, in forming
the taxonomy presented here we initially chose a separate
axis to distinguish "sensed real world" versus "simulated
world." As the taxonomy formed we considered that maybe
"simulated" could be included as a single value along the
"time" axis. We considered making this change because we
found inadequate distinction between boxes differing in this

Wenzel, E. M. (1992) Localization in virtual acoustic
displays. Presence: Teleoperators and Virtual
Environments, 1, 80-107.
Wightman, F. L & Kistler, D. 3. (1989) Headphone
simulation of fre,-field listening I: stimulus synthesis.
Journal of the Acoustical Society of America, 85, 858867.

0

dimension.
Appendix
The second interesting part of building a taxonomy is
filling in the boxes. Here the really interesting results
come out by examining combinations of variables that may
hitherto not have been considered together. For example,
our taxonomy that plots different sense modalities against
different physical phenomena leads one to ask what smells
look like, how picxr-s sound. and other such ideas that
might not otherwise occur to unaided thinking. Making a
taxonomy is the only organized way I know to go about
creative thought.

Taxonomies for Virtual Environments
On Taxonomies In General Taxonomy can help
thinking about a group of ideas. A taxonomy characterizes
ideas along several more or less independent axes so as to
form a matrix. The taxonomy has two important parts, the
axes and the entries in the matrix,
The items listed on each axis are relatemd by whatever
characteristic is represented by that axis. If the variable
chosen is continuous, the axis will represent a spectrum of
values which may be more or less well defined. If the
variable chosen has only a few fixed values, then those
values divide the space of all ideas considered into

Our Taxonomies for Virtual Environments We
actually made three taxonomies, which divide up the space
of all possible virtual environments in different ways.

Data Elow Between the World and Human. The first
taxonomy comes about by observing that a mechanical or
electronic device can be interposed between a human being
and the real world, as shown in Figure I below.

categories. For example, a taxonomy of people might
include eye color as a variable, characterizing eye color into
a small number of common values, e.g. blue, brown, hazel,
etc. The several axes of the taxonomy divide the
intellectual space of interest into a number of boxes, each
of which can be examined in turn.
The boxes in a taxonomy are used to enumerate ideas that
have common characteristics in the axes chosen. One can
list in each such box a set of ideas that are related to each
other by their position on the axis. If all of the axes are
continuous, the taxonomy describes a space of possibilities.
In such a diagram, each related collection of ideas occupies a
region of the overall space instead of a discrete box.

•

The number of boxes in a taxonomy is, of course, its
volume, i.e. the product of the number of values permitted
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direct
perception

TecholoicaldislayRecorded

Experience

drecr
action

Transmitted Experience

experience.Figure 1. Technologically-mediated

Inputs and outputs from the real world and the human are
connected to this black box. This diagram covers all types
of technologically-mediated experience, in which some sort
of apparatus mediates human perception of and action
within the world. The most important subcategories of
technologicaly-mediahd experience ae recorded,
transmitted, and simulated experience. Figure 2 stv .s that
these types of mediated experience are diringuished by
different patterns of dama flow. Ile data flow for a robot is
also shown in Figure 2. with possible supervision by a
human operator. We include within the black box in each
of the diagrams the model which defines the virtual world
perceived by the human.

Simulated Experience

Robot
(supervised by human)
Figure 2. Data flow for types of mediated

expetience.

Two or moe people may communicate or interact within a
virtual envirom ent, which leads to the dam flow diagrams
in Figure 3. The fist two diagrams emphasize two different
things, communication versus interaction with the virtual
workl. However all of the data paths exist to do both
simultaneously. The last diagram of Figure 3 shows that
two people may interact collaboratively with the real world
through a shared represmtation of the real world.
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another value on the Lime dimension because in a
simulation "real time" is a matter (,f choice. The other
claims that simulations can be intended to model physical
therefore that "real time" does have a meaning
systemsa and
simulation. Entering this deb~ae is instructive in
within
terms of generating ideas. For this report, we have left
"simulated versus real" as a separate dimension of the
taxonomy.

Communication

A issue that comes up inyng
to classify simulated
virtual worlds is that while some simulations are intended
to model the real world, and thus can be classified as realtime or spatially registered, other simulations are
completely fanciful and don't match up with any time or
place in the real world. Thus "fantasy world simulation"
seems to be a separate category of its own in our
taxoomy.

Shared Virtual World

"

We have drawn the taxonomy hierarchically in two stages.
The top level is shown in Figure 4, and the two boxes
"recording or transmission of real world" and "simulation of
real world" are further broken down in Figure 5 along the
dimensions of relative time and space. The entries in the
of Figure 5 are examples, not category definitions.

odboxes

Sense Real
World
Collaborative Work
In Real World
Via Shared Virtual World

Real World

Simulate

recording or
simulation of
transmission of real world
real world
_

Figure 3. Two people in shared virtual world.

Fabricated

simulation of

World

fantasy world

Figure 4. Top level taxonomy of virtual environments.
Time and Space Our second taxonomy chooses as axes
three variables: time, space, and simulated vs reaL In this
taxonomy, the dimensions of time and space compare the
time and space coordinates of the real world as captued by a
sensor versus the actual physical time-space location of the
human immersed in a virtual world. For example, in
teleoperation, the space coordinates of the virtual world
perceived by the human are different from the human's space
coordinates.
We have characterized both time and space as "aligned",
"displaced", and "scaled". By aligned we mean in real time
or in spatial registy. By delayed we mean passed on
through time by some kind of recording or displaced
through space as in one of the many "tele" kinds of objects.
By scaled we mean speeded up. slowed down, enlarged, or
minified. Notice that if scaled, aligned does not apply
unless two scale factors happen to match.

•

We have debated how to teat the "simulated versus real"
dimension. One of us claims that "simulated" is really
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Simulation of Real
Worlds

Sensed Real World

Aligned
(spatially)

Transmit (realtime)

Record (1to-1 time)

Record
(scaled

night vision
goggles

ghost (onsite replay
of past
events)

ghost
speeded up

movie

Displaced
(spatially)

teleoperation

Scaled
(spatially)

microteleoperation

micromovie

real-time inplace si(

Record (1-to-I time)

Record (scaled
time)

historical sim
(reenactment on site)

historical sim
UP

predictive sim in flight sim
teleoperation

sir of rip to
Mars speeded

slow
motion
instant
replay

real-time
weather
prediction

molecular Sim
slowed down

micromovie
slowed

Figure 5. Taxonomy of time, space, and simulated vs. real.

molecular Sim

sown
Sensors versus Human Senses Our third taxonomy looks at extending human perception within and across sense
modalities. Here one axis is just the sensory modalities. The other axis is various phenomena that could be sense d. This
matrix is shown in the figure below. Neither axis has a complete list of senses nor phenomena.
See

Hew

Vestibular

Smell

Opticoa image-totactile tranducer

Visible Light

spectacles; night
vision goggles

Sound

sonogram

Force

visualization of
strain in special
plastic

Inertial Changes

seismograph

Chemical
Compostion

gas chromatograph

Ultrasound

medical ultrasound
image

sonar

Radio Waves

radio telescope

radio

Infrared

night vision

X-ray$

fluoroscope

Magnetism

compass

Radiation

Feel

hearing aid
teleoperation

rattle
smell amplifier

goggles

Geiger counter
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Along the main diagonal of this mat& are augmentations
and prostheses for the ordinary "built-in" human senses.
For example, spectacles appear in the visible light row
under vision. and hearing aids are 1i4 at the intersection
of sound and hearing. The diagonal entry for smell prompts
the question "Could a device for amplifying smell be

The off-diagonal boxes would contain examples of sensory
substitution. For example, what do smells look like?
What do sounds look like? How do sounds smell? It is the
ability of this taxonomy to generate fresh ideas that is
interesting.
The lower part of the matrix lists phenomena for which no
corresponding human sensory system exists, such as
ultrasound. For these imperceptible phenomena, mapping
sensors which detect them to human senses expands human
awareness by creating "synthetic senses."
Isolated versus Merged Another distinction not
captured in any of the earlier taxonomies in this report is
that a viru world may either be portrayed to the human
with the real world blacked out, or the virtual world may be
superimposed onto the human's direct perception of the real
world. This may be done either optically with half-silvered
minors, or cornputationally by capturing a representation of
the real world with cameras and then mixing the capxtred
model of the real world with another model representing the
virtual world.
It is most useful to merge the real and virtual worlds when
the virtual world is spatially registered with the real world.
However, even when the virtual world models a distant
location, seeing through to the surrounding real world may

be useful simply to let the human user avoid running into
walls and tripping over obstacles.
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Merging Virtual Objects with the Real World:
Seeing Ultrasound Imagery within the Patient

Michael Bajura, Henry Fuchs, and Ryutarou Ohbuchi
Department of Computer Science
University of North Carolina
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3175

Abstract
We describe initial results which show "live" ultrasound
echography data visualized within a pregnant human subject. The
visualization is achieved by using a small video camera mounted in
front of a conventional head-mounted display worn by an observer.
The
composited
with computer-generated camera's
ones that video
containimages
one orare
more
2D ultrasound
images properly
transformed toathe
t
observer's current viewing position. As the
tosermer walkstrouthe
observer'scubjet,thewua soond
im Asapear
o bserver w alk s aro un d the subject, th e ultraso un
d imag es ap pearul
stationary in 3-space within the subject. This kind of enhancement
of the observer's vision may have many other applications, e.g.,
image guided surgical procedures and on location 3D interactive
architecture preview
CR Cal*egories: 1.3.7 . Three-Dimensional Graphics and Realism)
Virtual Reality, 1.3.1 [Hardware architecture]: Three-dimensional
displays, 1.3.6 [Methodology and Techniques]: Interaction techniques, J.3 [Life and Medical Sciences]: Medical information systems.
*

Additional Keywords and Phrases: Virtual reality, see-through
head-mounted display, ultrasound echography, 3D medical imaging
1. Introduction
We have been working toward an 'ultimate' 3D ultrasound
system which acquires and displays 3D volume data in real time.
Real-time display can be crucial for applications such as cardiac
diagnosis which need to detect certain kinetic features. Our 'ultimate' system design requires advances in both 3D volume data
acquisitionand 3D volume data display. Our collaborators, Dr. Olaf
von Ramm's group at Duke University, are working toward real-time
3D volume data acquisition [Smith 1991: von Ramm 1991]. At
UNC-Chapel Hill, we have been conducting research on real-time
3D volume data visualization.

2) creating a working virtual environment which acquires and displays 3D ultrasound data in real time. and 3) recovering structural
information for volume rendering specifically from ultrasound data,
which has unique image processing requirements. This third area is
presented in [Lin 19911 bind is not covered here.
so
Section
2 of3 discusses
this paperour
reviews
previous
work inrendering.
3D ultrasound
and
Section
research
on processing,
and displaying echographic data without a head-mounted display.
Since the only real-time volume data scanners available today are 2D
r s nd ca e s, w t y to p r xi te O T ' t m t 's s e mb
ultrasound
scanners, we try to approximate our 'ultimarted
stmfromby
incrementally
visualizing a 3D volume dataset reconstructed
a
never-ending sequence of 2Ddata slices [Ohbuchi 1990:19911. This
is difficult because the volume consisting of multiple 2D slices needs
to be visualized incrementally as the 2D slices
are acquired. This
incremental method has been successfully used in off line experimeres with a 3-degree-of-freedom (DOF) mechanical arm tracker
and is extendible to 6 degrees of freedom, e.g., a 3D translation and
a 3D rotation, at greater computational cost.
Sections 4 and 5 present our research on video see-through
head-mounted display (HMD) techniques involving the merging of
computer generated images with real-world images. Our video .sethrough HMD system displays ultrasound echography image data in
the context of real (3D) objects. This is part of our continuing seethrough HMD research, which includes both optical see-through
HMD and video see-through HMD. Even though we concentrate
here on medical ultrasound imaging, applications of this display
technology are not limited to it (see Section 6.2).
2. Previous Research in 3D Ultrasound
The advantages of ultrasound echography are that it is relatively safe compared with other imaging modalities and that images
are generated in real time [Wells 1977]. This makes it the preferred
imaging technique for fetal examination, cardiac study. and guided

Our research efforts at UNC have been focused in three areas:
1) algorithms for acquiring and rendering real-time ultrasound data,

surgical procedures such as fine-needle aspiration biopsy of breast
tumors [Fomage 19901. Ultrasound echography offers the best realtime performance in 3D data acquisition. although slower imaging
modalities such as MRI are improving.
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The drawbacks of ultrasound imaging include a low signal to
noise ratio and poor spatial resolution. Ultrasound images exhibit
"speckle" which appears as grainy areas in images. Speckle arises
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general speckle is hard to utilize [Thtr,,cn 1 -fjl

()thcf prwbt rifi

frequenc), phase aberration due Lo tissue mhoniomu

n-,

tlion and refraction arluild

And rvilc-

,t Harris I ")I

2.1 3D Ultrasound Image Acquisition
Just as ultrasound echographN has evolcd from IL) data
acquisition to 2D data acquisition, work isin progress to advance it
3Ddataacquisition. Dr.OlafvonRamm'sgroupatDukeUniversritN
is developing a 3D scanner which will acquire 3D data in real time
[Shattuck 1984; Smith 1991: von Ramm 14911 The 3Dtwsanrer uses
a 2D phased array transducer to sweep out an imaging volume A
parallel processing technique called Exph.iosoan is used on return
echoes to boost the data acquisition rate
Since such a rea'-time 3D medical ultrasound scanning svsý
tern is not yet available, prior studies on 3D ultrasound imaging
known to the authors have tried to reconstruct ") data from imaging
primitivesofalesserdirmensioniusually 2Dimages) Toreconstruct
a 3D image from images of a lesser dimes..sion. the location and
orientation of the imaging primitives must be known Coordinate
valuesareexplicitlytrackedeitheracousticallyIBnnkleN 1978.King
1990: Moritz 1983], mechanically [Geiser 1982a; Geiser 1982b,
Hottier 1989: McCann 1988: Ohbuchi 1990; Ratchelen 1986W Stickels
19841, or optically [Mills 19901 In other systems, a human or a
machine makes scans at predetermined locations and/or orientations
fCollet Billon 1990: Ghosh 1982: Itoh 1979. Lalouche 1989.
Matsumoto 1981: Nakamura 1984. Tomographic Technologies 19911
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Nak.nura 1urz4 I'tu
Hottier 11489, L.alou.hc t99, I•t..n:Canit 1
8t9ý is a
1L"iuchrhe
tIý
1•91
lcchriologt,
19J. Torgraphi8
nmammogram studý UsMig 4 spcial 2DE s;anWei that AnL 4fwt &nd
%tort45 oVwtsecunuiie parahcl slel c at I mm inter sais A , olunre is'
recontstructed bý cubio,-plin interrpolatiotn an then %oturnr trn,
dtered [Mt(/'an 19881 performed gated ýquistwionin! A hran s
image oer a .ardiac c%,%e bh sto'ing 2DE timage on sideo tape and
then reconstructtrig and ,oluhme rendering them "Repetit"r l
pass filtering' was used dunng rektiniutrinl
to frll the &..aeN
bci,,en radial siiccs. which suppirrssed alias/in" Artifacts
[Tomographwc Technologies I W91
I pro,-ides flex ible re, slis ing b up
t
plar.e6 a- well other imaging modes 1Ci'lci Hillon 1BK9j uses
two visualhation technitlues re-slicing by an artsitrarn pl•aW a
%olumcrendering The foamer allow faster kut onls 22) 1 IeInF,ol,
a current workstation
T7he latter allmow 3) se',ing hut oftetl
involves cumbersome manual segmentation
Thc rr'constru.tion
algorithm uses 5raightforward loyw pass filtering

3. Ihcremental Volume Visualization
We has

'e¢n ezxpenmenting with ,olume renderng a•s(•-

AparticularlyinterestingsystemunderdeveloprnentatiPhilips
Paris Research Laboratory is one of the closest yet to a real-time 3D
ultrasound scanne; jCollet Bilion 19901. It is a follow on to earlier
work which featurec a manually guided scanner with mechanical
tracking [Hottier19991. Thisnearreal-time3Dscannerisamechantcal sector scanner. in which a conventional 2D sector scanhead with
an annular array transducer is rotated by a stepper motor to get a third
scanning dimension. In a period of 3 to 5 seconds. 50 to 100 slices
of 2D sector scan images are acquired. Currently the annular array
transducer in this system provides better spatial resolution, but less
temporal resolution, than the real-time 3D phased array system by
von Ramm et al.. mentioned .oove. A commercial product. t
Echo-CT system by Tomographic Technologies. GMBH. uses the

alternative for visualizing dynamic ultrasound %olume data StaW,
dard volume rendering techniques which rel hes viv on preprtocess
ingdonot applywelltodynaicdata whichmu'. ihe visualized in rerai
tim.e ILevoy 1988. Sabella 1988, Uptoin 19K81] We resve, herr a,
incremental . interact - 3D ultrasound visualihatton tiehnrque
which visualizes a 3D volume as it is incrrisentall updaied hs a
sequence of registered 2D ultrasound images [Ohhouchi 1-9W, 1o 11
Our target function is sampled at irregular point%. and ma.

linear translation of a transducer inside a tube inserted into the
esophagus to acquire parallel slices of the heart. Image acquisition
is gated by respiration and an EKG to reduce registration problems
[Tomographic Technologies 1991]

retained

2.2 3D Ultrasound Image Display

average (ARMA) filtering [Haddad 1991]. Time stamps are assigned to each 3D voxel, which are updated dunring reconstruction

One should note that 3D image data can be presented not only
in visual form, but also as a set of calculated values. e.g.. a ventricular
volume. The visual form can he classified further by the rendering
primitives used, which can be either geometric (e.g.. polygons) or
image-based (e.g.. voxels). Many early studies focused on noninvasively estimating of the volume of the heart chamber (Brinkley
1978. Ghosh 1982: Raichelen 1986: Stickels 19841. Typically. 2D
echography (2DE) images were stored on video tape and manually
processed off-line. Since visual presentation was of secondary
interest, wire frames ora stack of contours were often used to render

The time stamp difference between a reconstructed votei and an
incoming sample is used to compute coefficients for the ARIMA
filter. The 3D Gaussian filter is loosely matched to the point spread
function of the ultrasound transducer and is a good choice because it
minimizes the product of spatial bandwidth and spatial frequency
bandwidth [Hildreth 1983. Leipnik 19601.
An image-order. ray-casting algorithm based on [Levoy
1988) renders the final images incrementally. Renderng is increif the updated
en
mental and fast only if the viewpemnt is iRed
in are doteo
and
Shading
me is rativelysa
volume is relatively small- Shading and ray sampling are done only

change over tim Instead of directly viualizmg sample trrn this
target. we reconstruct a regular 3D volume from this time %enesof
spatially irregular sample points This places a limit on storage and
computation requirements which would grow without bound if we
illthe past sample poits The reconstructed volume

is

then

The reconstruction is a 4D convolution process A 3D
Gaussian kernel is used for spatial reconstruction followed by a
temporal reconstruction based on simple auto regre•,sive moving

for voxels proximate to incoming data. The ray samples are stored
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Figure I shows Z out of 'Xi 21) images, of a pf i1k.io% doll
phantom which I issasilized in Figure 2 Thc 2D) Images Aere

0

~~produced b~an ATL

Ma*4rk-4 Scanner wNith a35 NI H inear scanhead
The 20 images overlap hut are roughl\ parallel a! approximateli.

Figure 1. Twoot'902-Dultrasouridechograph,. images of aplastic
toy doll phantom which was scanned in a water tank. The s-cans
shown are at the torso (left) and at the head nrght. The clouds at the
bottom of the scans are artifacts due to reflection%from the bottom
of the water tank,

2mm tniersaks

_____overlaid'on

fl
0

*Planes,
Figure 2. Reconstructed and rendered image of the toy doll phantom
using incremental volume visualization-
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ita
niomn
haon
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Various medical ultrasound imagi ri application, require a
registration of ultrasound images vwith anatomical references, c g -in
performing a Fric needie asýpirantin biopss of a ,upCot-d breasýt
tumnor IForrnage I 9Q Avirtual en~iro~nment hitch displa%simage'
acquired by ultrasound equipmentin plae %within
apatient " anatoms.
could facilitate such an application We base desloped an -spcri
mental system that displavis multiple 2") medical ultrasound images
real-world imagesr In Januar's 19Q2, after month' of
development with test objects in water tanks. we- perfovo-! .ur first
experiment with a human subject

4

~Our virtual env6 ironmeni ultrasound imaging system s&orks a'
follow,, (note that this is a different sv~tem than our older one
descrnbed in the previous sctlion i as each echography image i%
~acquired by an ultrasound scanner.

its position and orientation in 31)
world space are tracked with 6 degrees of freedom fiWWI Simultaneousl> the position and orientation of a HMO are also tracked %&
ith
6 DOF. Using this geometrs an image -generation s\ stem generatesý
3D renderings of the 2D)ultrasound images. These Images are,. ideo
mixed, with real-world images from a miniature TV camera mounted
on the HM.D. The resulting composite image show~s the 21 ulrsound data registered in its true ID locatiion
Figure 3 is a block diagram of our sytmshardwkare There
are three major componentsý 1i an image-acquisiton and tracking
sstem. which consists of an ultrasound scanner and a Polhemusý
tracking system. 2tan image-generation %\stem, which is our Pixel5 graphics, multicomputer. and 3ý a H-IMD wohich includes a
portable TV camera, a video mixer, and a VPL EsePhorie. Each
copntisdcrbdnmreealinSios
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pixels from being displayed.
4.3 Video S.e-Through HMD
...

Figure 3. Hardware block diagram for the virtual environment
ultrasound system.
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,1Image Acquisition and Tracking
Two dimensional ui,.asound images are generated by an
IREX System IlI echography scanner with a 16 mm aperture
2.5 MHz phased array transducer. These images are digitized by a
SUN 4 with a Matrox MVP/S real-time video digitizer and transferred to our Pixel-Planes 5 graphics multicomputer [Fuchs 19891.
The SUN 4 operates as a 2DE image server for requests from the
Pixel-Planes 5 system. Images are distributed among the Graphics
Processors (GPs) on a round-robin scan-line by scan-line basis. Due
to the bandwidth limitations of the SUN 4 VME bus. transfer of the
512 x 480 x 8 bits/pixel images is limiled to 2 Hz.
A Polhemus system with one source and two receivers is used
for tracking JPolhemus 1980]. One receiver tracks the HMD. The
other tracks the ultrasound transducer. The Polhemus system is
mounted in non ferrous materials away from magnetic interference
sources such as the ultrasound transducer. HMD. and other lab
equipment. A calibration procedure is used to relate both the
ultrasound transducer to its Polhemus receiver and the HMD TV
camera to its Polhemus receiver mounted on the HMD. This
calibration procedure is described in Section 4.4.
4.2 Image Generation
Images are generated by the Pixel-Planes 5 system based on
geometry information from the tracking system. Pixel-Planes 5 runs
a custom PHIGS implementation which incorporates a facility to
update display structures asynchronously from the display process.
This separates the interactive virtual environment update rate from
the 2D ultrasound image data acquisition rate. Images in the virtual
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ultrasound iniaies appear as, space-filhing slhe, repei-tered in iheri
correct 3D potorn. The ultrasound imasees are dis•ributed anaone
the GP%w-here the%are clipped Ito remove unnecessar marpins and
transformed into srhere primitives, which are then sent to the
Renderer boards for direct rasterization. Pixel-Planes 5 renders.
it renders tiangles, over 2
faster than frdNpTSoCteHM.T
evenrmebfr
rapidl. TC
ver.
spheres
in
bffrd
million per second IFuchs 1985: 19891. Final images are assembled
in double btiffered NTSC frame buffers for display on the H3M1D. To

ultrasound scanner, this subsampling doe. nol result in a substantial
loss of image quality. An option to threshold lower intensity pixels
in 2D ultrasound images prior to 3D rendering can suppress lower
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reduce the number of sphere pnmitives displaved. the ultrasound
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A video see-through HMD system combines real-world images captured by head-mounted TV cameras ith synthetic images
generated to correspond with the real-world images. The important
issues are tracking the real-world cameras accurately and generatmg
the correct synthetic images to model the views of the cameras
Correct stereo modeling adds concerns about matching a pair of
cameras to each other as well as tracking and modeling them.
[Robinett 19911 discusses stereo HMD in detail and includes an
analysis of the VPL EyePhone.

0

A Panasonic GP-KS102 camera provides monocular seethrough capability for the left eye in our current system. Imagesfrom
thiscameraare mixed with synthetic images from the Pixel-Planes 5
system using the luminance (brightness) keying feature on a Grass
Valley Group Model 100 video mixer. With luminance keying. the
pixels in the output image are selected from either the real-world
image or the synthetic image. depending on the luminance of pixels
in the synthetic image. The combined image for the left eye and a
synthetic image only for the right eye are di : . on a VPL
EyePhone.
4.4 Calibration
Two transformations, a "'transducer transformation" and a
"camera transformation." are needed to calibrate our test system.
The transducer transformation relates the position and orientation of
the Polhemus tracker attached to the ultrasound transducer to the
position and scale of 2D ultrasound image pixels in 3D space. The
camera transformation relates the position and orientation of the
head-mounted Polhemus tracker to the HMD TV camera position.
orientation, and field of view.
Both transformations are calculated by first locating a calibration jig in both the lab (real) and tracker Ivirtual) 3D coordinate
systems. This is accomplished by performing rigid body rotations
with the transducer tracker about axes which are to be fixed in both
the real and virtual coordinate systems. Two samples from the
tracker, each consisting of both a position and an orientation, are

•
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suft ticient to fi, each calibration axis. The transducer transformation

lý computed l's taking in ultrasound imia.e ot a tareet of knossn
ceomeilr. placed at a known position on the calibration jig. B\
finding the pixel coordinate, of point targets in the ultrasound image.
the , orld coordinates of pixel in the ultrasound image can be found.
From this relationship and the location of the Polhemu, tracker
attached to the ultrasound transducer at the time the target %as
imaged. the transducer transformation is derived. Similaril. the
camera transformation is found by placing the HMD TV camera at
known positions and orientations relative to the calibration jig. The
field of view of the TV camera is known from camera specifications.
Manual adjustments are used to improve the camera transformation.
5. Experimental Results
In January 1992 we conducted an experiment with a live
human subject using the method described above. We scanned the
abdomen of a volunteer who was 38 weeks pregnant. An ultrasound
technician from the Department of Obstetrics & Gynecology of the
UNC Hospitals performed the ultrasound scanning.

4D

Figure 4 is a scene from the experiment. A person looks on
with modified VPL EyePhone with the miniature video camera
mounted on top and in front. Figure 5 shows the left eye view from
the HMD, a composition of synthetic and real images. Figure 6 is
another view from the left eye of the HMD wearer which shows
several 2D ultrasound images in place within the subject's abdomen.

q

Figure 5. A video image presented to the left eve of the HMD
showing a view of the subject's abdomen with a 2D ultrasound image
superimposed and registered. Note the ultrasound transducer registered with the image acquired by it. The 2D image is from the anteroinferior view.

0I

i~

Figure 4. An ultrasound technician scans a subject while another
person looks on with the video see-through head-mounted display
(HMD). Note the miniature video camera attached to the front of the
VPL EyePhone HMD.

Figure 6. Another video image presented to the HMD showing
several 2D image siices in 3D space within the patient's abdomen.
The image slices are from the anterior view
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6. Conclusions and Future Directions
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The results presented so tar are the initial step, in the ttrst
application of \khai xwe
hope ,%ill bNa flourishing area of computer
graphics and visualization.
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6.1 Remaining Technical Problems
1) Conflicting visual cues: Our expeniment IFigures 5 and 61
showed that simply overlaying synthetic images on real ones is not
sufficient. To the user, the ultrasound images did not appear to be
inside the subject. so much as pasted or top of her. To overcome this
problem, we now provide additional ' es to the user by making a
virtual hole in the subject (Figure
by digitizing points on the
abdomenal surface and constructing a shaded polygonal pit. The pit
provides occlusion cues by obscuring the abdomenal surface along
the inside walls of the pit. Shading the pit provides an additional cue.
Unfortunately. this does not completely solve the problem: the pit
hides everything in the real image that is in the same location (in 2D)
as the pit, including real objects that are closer in 3D than the pit.
(Note in Figure 7, the edge of the transducer is hidden behind the pit
representation even though it should appear in front of it.I
To solve this problem. the systems needs to know depth
information for both the real and synthetic objects visible from the
HMD user's viewpoint. This would make it possible to present
correct occlusion cues by combining the live and synthetic images
with a Z-buffer like algorithm. An ideal implementation of this

-

structure in data captured b' the ultrasound %,anner Neither our
incremental ,olume rendering algorithm (Section 3i nor multiple
explicit image slice, in 3-space (Figure 6) solve this problem " ell A
combination of multiple visualization methods %%ill probabl. be
necessary in the future. We suspect that this problem is difficult
because the human visual system is not accustomed to seeing
structure within opaque objects. and so our development cannot be
guided by the -gold standard- of realit% that has been used w
e
gu in guiding
ingotadr
ofrenein investigations.
effectively
thath bns d
other 3D rendering
2) System lag: Lag in image generation and tracking is noticeable
in all head-mounted displays: but it is dramatically accentuated u ith
see-through HMD. The "live video" of the observer's surroundings
moves appropriately during any head movement but the synthetic
image overlay lags behind. This is currently one of our system's
major problems which prevents it from giving the user a convincing
experience of seeing synthetic objects or images hanging in 3-space.
A possible solution may be to delay the live video images so that their
delay matches that of the synthetic images. This will align the real
and synthetic images. but won't eliminate the lag itself. We are also
consideringpredichivetrackingasawa'toreducetheeffectofthelag
[Liang 19911. Developers of some multi-million dollar flight simulators have studied predictive trackingfor many years. but unfortunately for us. they have not, to our knowledge, published details of
their methods and their methods' effectiveness. For the immediate
future. we are planning to move to our localls -developed "ceiling
tracker" [Ward 1992] and use predictive tracking.

S--

3) Tracking system range and stability: Even though we are using
the most popular and probably most effective commercially available tracking system from Polhemus. we are constantly plagued b)
limitations in tracking volume and tracking stability [Liang 19911.
The observer often steps inadvertently out of tracker range. and even
while keeping very still the observer must cope with objects in the
synthetic image "swimming" in place. We are eagerly awaiting the
next generation of tracking systems from Polhemus and other manufacturers that are said to overcomemost of these problems. Even
more capable tracking systems will be needed in order to satisfy the
many applications in which the observer must move about in the real
world instead of a laboratory. operating room or other controlled
environment. Many schemes have been casually proposed over the
years. but we know of no device that has been built and demonstrated.

Even the room-size tracker we built and demonstrated for a week at
SIGGRAPH'91 still needs special ceiling panels with infrared LEDs
[Ward 19921.

Figure 7. An image showing a synthetic hole rendered around
ultrasound images in an attempt to avoid conflicting visual cues.
Note the depth cues provided by occlusion of the image slices by the
pit walls and shading
of the
pit.
of te
utraoun
Also
y te
trasduer
pi note
wal.theRT3(•9
dvatag il
incorrect obscuration
of the ultrasound transducer by the pit wall. (RT32tX) Advantage 11
ultrasound scanner courtesy of General Electric Medical Systems.)
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41 Head-mounted display system resolution: For many of the
applications envisioned, the image quality of current head-mounted
video displays is totally inadequate. In a see-through application, a
user is even more sensitive to the limitations of his head-mounted
display than in a conventional non-see-through application because
he is painfully aware of the visual details he's missing.
5) More powerful display engines: Even with all the above
problems solved, the synthetic images we would like to see. for
example.
real-time
volume visualization
offra-ievlm
real-time volume data.
exml ra-ievlm
.
iulzto
aa
would still take too long to be created. Much more powerful image

0
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v

generation systems are needed if we are to be able to visualize
usefully detailed 3D imagery.
6 O rby
6.2 Other Applications

I) Vision in surgery: In neurosurgery, ultrasound is already used to
image nearby arteries that should be avoided by an impending
surgical incision.
-

*

2) Burning buildings: With close-range. millimeter wavelength
radar, rescuers may be able to "see through" the smoke in the interior
buildings.
of bu
uring bPersonal
3) Building geometry: Geometry or other structural data could be
added to a "live" scene. In the above "burning building" scenario,
parts of a building plan could be superimposed onto the visual scene,
such as the location of stairways, hallways, or the best exits out of the
building.
4) Service information: Information could be displayed to a service
technician working on complicated machinery such as a jet engine.
Even simpler head-mounted displays, ones without head tracking,
already provide information to users on site and avoid using a large
cumbersome video screens. Adding head tracking would allow 3D
superimposition to show, for instance, the location of special parts
within an engine, or the easiest path for removal or insertion of a
subassembly.
5) Architecture on site: Portable systems could allow builders and
architects to preview buildings on site before construction or visualize additions to existing architecture.
With the work presented here and the identification of problems and possibilities for further research, we hope to encourage
applications not only of "virtual environments" (imaginary worlds),
but also applications that involve an "enhancement of vision" in our
real world.
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